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ABSTRACT
Antimonide based (Sb) compound semiconductors owing to their superior electron and
hole transport properties over Si are an attractive option as a channel replacement material for the
future generation of devices. Of the Sb materials p-channel InGaSb and n-channel InAsSb
quantum wells (QWs) are particularly interesting due to their enhanced mobilities over silicon
and their similar lattice constants. The similar lattice constants allows for a p and n channel all
Sb-based alternative to Si CMOS technology to be grown on a common buffer layer. This
integration advantages offered by a common buffer layer makes Sb-based devices applicable for
use in future low power high-speed digital and millimeter wave applications. Important when
evaluating any new technology is understanding its reliability. Radiation effects are important
part of device reliability. Complex digital systems can be brought down by a vulnerability in one
of its smallest subcomponents. For example an ionizing particle strikes a transistor or memory
cell, the particle strike results in the generation of electron and hole pairs which can result the
shift of critical transistor performance metrics such as threshold voltage (VT), or the corruption of
a stored bit in the memory cell.
This dissertation addresses the fabrication and integration challenges that were overcome
to realize Sb-based QW-MOSFETs. Further this work investigates the radiation effects in pchannel InGaSb and n-channel InAsSb quantum well metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect
transistors (QW-MOSFETs). Both p-channel InGaSb and n-channel InAsSb QW-MOSFETs are
assessed for resilience to total ionizing dose (TID) effects and single event effects (SEE). A
statistical analysis is presented to study the radiation induced effects. TCAD and SPICE
simulations are utilized to detail the mechanisms behind the radiation induced effects, and assess
their impact on circuit level implementations of Sb-based QW-MOSFETs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

I. Motivation
The future of device scaling to meet the requirements of high speed and low power for
metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFET) is an oft-debated issue. For the past
50 years, the device scaling trend has followed the prediction made by Gordon Moore that the
number of transistors per device would double every two years [1]. Traditionally this scaling
trend has followed the constant electric field MOSFET scaling strategy. Under constant-field
scaling the gate length, gate oxide thickness, threshold voltage and supply voltage scale by the
factor (1/k); the result is that the power dissipation per circuit improves by a factor of 1/k2 and the
device density increases by k2 [2]. However, beyond the 100 nm node, threshold voltage (VT)
scaling in proportion with gate-length scaling is no longer possible. Neither the thermal voltage
(kT/q) nor the silicon bandgap (Eg) scale with gate length [2]. Due to the exponential dependence
of threshold voltage and thermal voltage on the OFF state current, the threshold voltage cannot be
scaled without a significant increase in OFF state current. The power supply voltage scaling
(VDD) is limited as the circuit delay increases with the ratio VT/VDD [2]. To address future scaling
challenges, innovations in devices and materials such as strain engineering to boost channel
mobility, high-κ dielectric/metal gate to suppress gate leakage, and FinFET architectures to boost
electrostatics, have been developed.
Continued effort to anticipate and meet future device requirements has resulted in a great
deal of interest in the introduction of high mobility Ge and III-V compound semiconductor
materials as channel replacements for Si. As shown in Figure 1-1, these materials offer higher
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electron and hole mobilities than silicon. For the n-channel alternative to Si, materials such as
InGaAs and InAs have been well studied, with electron mobilities over 10,000 cm2/Vs. Among
alternative p-channel materials, Ge has received significant interest with the reported hole
mobilities of over 2000 cm2/Vs. However, while these materials offer promise, the antimonide
(Sb) based materials distinguish themselves among the potential compound semiconductor
materials.

Figure 1-1. Electron and hole mobility of various semiconductor materials. Adapted from [3].

Antimony (Sb) based materials offer some of the highest electron and hole mobilities
among compound semiconductors. For the n-channel alternative to Si, InAsSb quantum wells
(QW) offer electron mobilities over 10,000 cm2/Vs. For the p-channel alternative to Si,
compressively strained InSb is of interest because of its high valence band offset, which
facilitates efficient hole confinement and strain-induced high hole mobility. However InSb’s low
band gap of 0.17 eV and high lattice constant of 6.48 Å present several integration challenges.
InGaSb offers hole mobility comparable to that of InSb with a lattice constant similar to that of
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InAsSb, enabling its integration on common buffer layers. Figure 1-2 compares the mobility of
InGaSb and InAsSb QWs with Si. There is an improvement of over 10× in the hole mobility, and
improvements of over 60× in electron mobility have been reported for InGaSb and InAsSb QWs,
respectively, compared to silicon.

Figure 1-2. (a) Hole mobility versus hole sheet density at T=300K for Si, and for InGaSb QW [4]
(b) Electron mobility versus electron sheet density at T=300K for Si, and for InAsSb QW [5],
measured using Hall transport measurements.
The similar lattice constant enables a complementary all Sb-MOSFET alternative to Si
CMOS by using InAsSb QW as the n-channel MOSFET and InGaSb QW as the p-channel
MOSFET grown epitaxially on a shared common Al0.8Ga0.2Sb buffer material which, in turn, can
be metamorphically grown on a silicon substrate (Figure 1-3). Such advantage can further
facilitate the process integration of an all III-V semiconductor platform to realize all Sb CMOS
logic for sub-0.5 V applications.
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Figure 1-3. Electron Schematic of InAsSb and InGaSb QW-MOSFETs grown on a common
metamorphic AlGaSb buffer layer.

The strengths that make Sb-based compound semiconductors advantageous as a
replacement channel material for Si also make them applicable for use in aerospace applications.
Devices used in the aerospace environment, such as electronics in a communications satellite,
require high performance coupled with low power consumption. However, the aerospace
environment is very harsh, requiring devices to be resilient to ionizing radiation, including total
ionizing dose (TID) effects and single event effects (SEEs) [6]. These radiation-induced effects
can result in degradation of device performance, rendering individual circuits or whole systems
inoperable. Additionally these new materials are more sensitive to ionizing radiation then Si due
to lower ionization energies [7]–[9]. As shown in Figure 1-4 ionization energy is proportional to
the bang gap, the lower band gap of these III-V materials results in lower ionization energies [7]–
[9].
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Figure 1-4. Radiation ionization energy with band gap for various semiconductor materials.
Adapted from [9].

Silicon, silicon on insulator (SOI) and other III-V technologies including GaAs
MOSFETs and InGaAs nanowire FETs have been evaluated for their resilience to ionizing
radiation [6], [7], [10]–[17]. Heavy-ion and proton radiation experiments have been performed on
III-V semiconductor devices such as GaAs metal semiconductor field effect transistors
(MESFETs), InGaAs/InAlAs high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs), and InAs/AlSb
HEMTs [6], [13], [18], [19]. The type II InAs/AlSb structures [13], [20], [21] offer improved
radiation hardness as their large conduction band offset leads to efficient re-injection of carriers
that are scattered out of the two-dimensional electron gas, minimizing the effects of ionizationinduced defect sites. However, for low-power and high-frequency digital applications, different
Sb-based heterostructures are needed. Type I Sb-based heterostructures would enable
enhancement mode devices resulting in lower conduction band offsets. Further, to reduce gate
leakage, high-κ dielectrics are being integrated with Sb-based heterostructures.
If Sb-based QW-MOSFETs are to be used in aerospace applications, the effects of
ionization radiation on Sb-based heterostructures and high-κ dielectrics on Sb-based materials
must be investigated. The work in this dissertation addresses these issues by studying the various
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effects of ionizing radiation on the performance of InAsSb and InGaSb QW-MOSFETs. We first
look at the challenges of integrating high-κ dielectrics on Sb-based materials. We then study the
effect of ionizing radiation on both the high-κ dielectric and oxide semiconductor interface. After
studying the oxide and oxide semiconductor interface, we assess the effect of ionizing radiation
on InAsSb and InGaSb QW-MOSFETs for both TID and SEE performance. Finally, we look at
the circuit level radiation performance of a static random-access memory (SRAM) cell composed
of InAsSb and InGaSb QW-MOSFETs.

II. Importance of Radiation Hardness in Devices
The first report of radiation-induced soft error effects in electronic devices was made in
1975 by Binder et al. [22]. Binder et al. reported on anomalies in a communication satellite that
had been in orbit for years. They found that these anomalies were caused by the “unexpected
triggering” [22] of flip-flop digital circuits. This triggering was a result of the cosmic 100 MeV
iron heavy ions striking the satellite electronics and generating electron hole pairs. The
ionization-induced electron–hole pairs increased the capacitance of base-emitters of the critical
transistors to the turn-on voltage [22].
Radiation hardness is not just critical for aerospace applications; devices operating in
terrestrial applications can also be affected by ionizing radiation. The first reports of radiationinduced soft error effects in the terrestrial environment are from 1978, with regard to the Intel
2107 DRAM chip [23]. It was found that alpha particles originating from uranium and thorium
contamination in the chip packaging were causing radiation-induced charge build-up within the
storage wells of the memory [23]. The source of this contamination was eventually found to be
radioactive contamination in the water used during manufacturing; the packaging factory was
built downstream from a uranium mine [23].
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In 2000, Sun Microsystems had a soft error issue with their SRAM chips installed in their
Enterprise server line [24]. Dozens of customers began reporting random crashes in their servers.
Verisign Global Registry Services, a domain name registrar, had an error that led to two hours of
downtime on the servers powering their critical services [24]. The issue was found to be the
external memory cache modules of the servers, which were powered by UltraSPARC II
processors [25]. The SRAM chips in the cache modules were found to be sensitive to alpha
particles from cosmic rays [24] [25]. When the server detected a single event upset (SEU)
generated by an alpha particle strike, the servers would shut down. Further compounding the
issue was the lack of error-correcting code (ECC) to detect the cache errors and restore the bits
affected by the SEU [24]. Sun Microsystems’ eventual solution to the problem was to replace
their SRAM supplier, as well as implementing design solutions such as ECC and mirrored SRAM
[25].
The lesson from all these incidents is that complex digital electric systems can be
crippled by the failure of a small subcomponent due to its sensitivity to ionizing radiation. When
developing new technologies with new materials, it is important to study and evaluate their
sensitivity to ionizing radiation. This is especially important when these devices are being used in
critical systems where premature failure can result in catastrophic and expensive losses.

III. Organization of This Dissertation
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 will discuss device
reliability with regard to ionizing radiation, in particular, the types of ionizing radiation found in
aerospace and terrestrial applications, was well as the various effects ionizing radiation can have
on devices. Chapter 3 will discuss the critical challenge facing Sb-based MOSFETs, the
integration of high-κ dielectrics. Chapter 3 will also detail the challenges associated with Sb-
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based materials as well as the tools and process developed to enable the integration of highquality high-κ dielectrics. Chapter 4 will discuss TID effects in Sb-based QW-MOSFETs, while
Chapters 5 and 6 explore the SEE response of InAsSb and InGaSb QW-MOSFETs. Chapter 7
expands upon the SEE response studied in the previous chapters and looks at how an SRAM cell
composed of InAsSb and InGaSb QW-MOSFETs would respond to ionizing radiation.
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Chapter 2
Device Reliability with Regards to Ionizing Radiation

I. Introduction
The reliability of integrated circuit (IC) devices is essential. Factors affecting the
reliability of these devices can be separated into two categories, spatial and temporal effects [26].
Spatial effects include random variations in the fabricated devices, such as gate dielectric
variations, and line edge roughness. These random effects are the result of variations in the
manufacturing process. Systematic spatial effects are designed variations such as interconnect
design variations. These spatial effects can be mitigated through process control and device
layout design.

Figure 2-1. Transistor device reliability issues. A transistor can fail due to spatial or temporal
effects. Spatial effects are related to device design and process variation, while temporal effects
are potential problems that occur during the operating life of the device. Temporal effects induced
from ionizing radiation (highlighted in red) include total ionizing dose (TID) and single-event
effects (SEE). Adapted from [26].
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Temporal effects are time dependent. These effects can be separated into two categories,
aging effects and transient effects. Aging effects occur as the device continues to operate. Such
effects include hot carrier injection, time-dependent dielectric breakdown, bias temperature
instability effects, and total ionizing dose (TID) effects. Transient effects are short duration
effects, these include electromagnetic interference as well as single event effects (SEE). Both TID
and SEE are the result of the device being exposed to ionizing radiation. While Sb-based material
systems are promising for future use in these devices, testing and analysis of these materials
under radiation is critical to evaluate their reliability.
Ionizing radiation is encountered in both terrestrial and aerospace environments.
However the Earth’s atmosphere helps to shield electrical devices from many sources of ionizing
radiation. The aerospace environment is very harsh, requiring robust electrical components and/or
adequate shielding to protect circuital electronic devices, circuits, and systems. However,
shielding of electrical components adds weight and corresponding cost to put that weight into
orbit. In addition, some types of radiation are so energetic that devices cannot be adequately
shielded from them. Therefore, emphasis is placed on radiation hardening electrical components
and materials for devices used in aerospace applications.
In this chapter, we explore the different types of ionizing radiation, their sources, and the
typical environments in which they are encountered. We also look at the effect of ionizing
radiation on device reliability in terms of both TID and SEE effects.

II. Radiation Types and Their Environments
The types and energy of ionizing radiation experienced by electronic component varies
depending on the environment. To differentiate between the different environments, we first look
at typical orbits used for satellite and aerospace applications Figure 2-2. Low Earth orbit (LEO)
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ranges in altitude from 180 km to 2000 km above the Earth’s surface [27]. Earth observation
satellites, reconnaissance satellites, weather satellites, and manned space missions are all within
the LEO. Medium Earth orbit (MEO) ranges in altitude from 2000 km to 35,870 km above the
Earth’s surface [27]. Communication and navigation satellites are found in MEO. Geostationary
orbit (GEO) is at 35,870 km above the Earth’s surface [27]. At this distance, the orbit of a
satellite matches the Earth’s rotation and thus appears to be stationary with respect to the Earth.
Broadcast and communication satellites are often found in GEO. High Earth orbit, refers to
altitudes beyond 35,870 km [27]. Typically, communication satellites are found in HEO.
Furthermore, satellites in polar orbits tend to use a highly elliptical orbit. The highly elliptical
orbit has a perigee of under 1000 km and an apogee of 35,870 km [27]. An advantage of this type
of elliptical orbit is that it allows better coverage of the polar regions.

Figure 2-2. Various Earth orbits and their distance from Earth. Adapted from [27].

Typical types of ionizing radiation encountered by electronics in space applications
include electrons, protons, heavy ions, cosmic gamma rays, and X-ray radiation, which are found
throughout the orbital regimes. Protons in particular are of concern in the LEO regime. Protons
are sub-atomic particles with a positive electric charge and a mass of 1.672 × 10
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kg. Protons

and electrons are found in the Earth’s inner Van Allen Belt, which, as shown in Figure 2-1, is
within LEO. The Van Allen belt is a layer of energetic particles that are held in place by the
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Earth’s magnetic field. Protons in the inner Van Allen Belt have energies ranging from keV to
MeV [28]. The protons that are captured in the Van Allen Belt originate from solar winds and
interstellar comics rays. The proton flux levels for protons in this region ranges from 1
proton/cm2·s to 1 × 105 protons/cm2·s and are dependent on the particle energy [28]. Cosmic rays
from outside the solar system are highly energetic, with energies ranging from MeV to GeV.
Cosmic rays are composed of both protons and heavy ions. A heavy ion is a particle of one or
more units of electric charge and a mass greater than that of a helium-4 nucleus (alpha particle).
The flux levels of cosmic rays are low; however, high energy presents a challenge as these
particles are so energetic that it is difficult to shield electrical components from them [29]. In
addition to proton and heavy ions from cosmic rays, solar activity including solar flares can
generate additional protons and heavy ions. The Earth’s thick atmosphere helps to shield it from
cosmic gamma and X-ray radiation. Cosmic gamma and X-rays can be encountered in all orbital
regimes and are generated from the Sun as well as black holes, neutron stars, binary star systems,
supernova remnants, and stars.
In terrestrial applications the sources of ionizing radiation are limited but include alpha,
beta, and gamma radiation from radioactive elements. Additionally neutrons, protons, electrons,
and transient particles such as muons and pions can be encountered within the atmosphere as a
result of cosmic rays hitting and interacting with the atmosphere [15]. Cosmic rays, typically
protons with energies above 2 GeV, have enough energy to pass through the Earth’s atmosphere
[15]. Figure 2-3 illustrates how cosmic rays interact with the Earth’s atmosphere to form
neutrons, protons, electrons, and transient particles such as muons and pions. The cosmic rays hit
the Earth’s outer atmosphere with a flux of 1600/m2·s [15]. As the cosmic rays hit the
atmosphere’s atom they shatter, resulting in a cascade of particles that achieves a flux of
1,000,000/m2·s at 40,000 ft [15]. A majority of the flux is adsorbed by the time particles reach sea
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level, with a flux of 16,000/m2·s [15]. The flux of the initial incident cosmic ray by the time it
reaches sea level is only 1/cm2·s [15].

Figure 2-3. How cosmic rays with an energy of 2 GeV or greater interact with the Earth’s
atmosphere, resulting in a cascade of neutrons, protons, electrons, muons and pions. Adapted
from [15].

III. Total Ionizing Dose Effects
The effects of ionizing radiation on electrical systems can be characterized into two
distinct types of radiation effects. The first category is TID effects. TID affects the long-term
degradation of performance of devices exposed to ionizing radiation. TID effects are time or dose
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based. TID effects are primarily found in devices in aerospace applications rather than in
terrestrial applications [23].
The degradation in device performance associated with TID effects are normalized in
terms of radiation dose or time. To study TID effects, MOSCAP and MOSFET structures are
often utilized as they offer the best way to electrically extract the contribution of ionizing
radiation dose to device and circuit performance. In situ testing of capacitance-voltage (CV) and
ID-VG is used to study the effect of ionizing radiation dose on flatband voltage, hysteresis,
threshold voltage (VT), transconductance (GM), and subthreshold slope (SS). Analysis of the
experimental data can yield information on the effect of ionizing radiation on the gate oxide and
oxide semiconductor interface.
In MOS-based devices, the main damage mechanism from gamma and X-ray radiation is
in the form of built-up trapped positive charges in the gate dielectric as well as trapped negative
charge states located at the semiconductor interface. When the ionizing radiation strikes the MOS
device, it will create an electron–hole pair. The electrons that do not recombine are swept out of
the gate dielectric due to the applied gate voltage. The holes, which have lower mobility than
electrons, become trapped in the dielectric. The result of these trapped holes is positive fixed
charge, which can result in a negative threshold voltage shift. This negative threshold voltage
shift is seen in both PMOS and NMOS devices. At high enough doses of ionizing radiation, the
negative surface states formed at the semiconductor dielectric interface can cause a positive
threshold voltage shift. Figure 2-4 shows the NMOS threshold voltage as a function of total
ionizing dose. As the ionizing dose is increased, the contribution from surface states begins to
dominate and the threshold voltage shift moves from negative to positive.
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Figure 2-4. Contribution of radiation-induced gate oxide trapped charge and interface states on
NMOS threshold voltage as a function of TID. Adapted from [29].

While ionizing radiation induces positive trapped charges in the gate dielectric, resulting
in a negative threshold voltage shift for PMOS and NMOS devices, there is a variation in
sensitivity between them. PMOS devices operate with a negative gate bias, resulting in the
induced trapped holes migrating towards the gate electrode. In NMOS devices, the positive gate
bias during operation/irradiation results in the positive charges in the gate dielectric migrating
towards the semiconductor dielectric interface (Figure 2-5). As the positive trap charges migrate
away from the semiconductor interface, the influence it has on the threshold voltage shift is
reduced.
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Figure 2-5. Trapped positive charges in NMOS and PMOS devices. Adapted from [29].

The induced positive charges can eventually recombine after a given time period. This time
period required for the devices to recover is referred to as the self-anneal time.

IV. Single Event Effects
The second class of radiation effects is the single event effects (SEE). SEEs are
characterized by an individual event resulting from an incident ionizing particle striking the
device [28]. SEEs are not time dependent and are associated with a single strike from an alpha
particle, proton, or heavy ion. SEEs occur when (1) the incident particle has sufficient energy to
deposit the minimum charge required to generate an event and (2) the impact takes place within a
sensitive area (i.e., drain of a transistor in the OFF state) [30].
There are two types of SEE effects, soft and hard. Soft errors are nondestructive and nonpermanent errors resulting from an incident particle and can take the form of a bit flip in a SRAM
cell or a latch-up in a circuit. These errors can self-anneal or recover when the circuit or device is
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reset or rewritten. Hard errors are permanent changes in the device function as a result of a highly
energetic incident particle.
Soft errors are commonly referred to as single-even upsets (SEUs); however, this term
can be ambiguous. Soft errors can be divided to several categories. Single-bit upsets (SBU) occur
when a particle strike causes a bit flip in a memory cell or latch. A multiple-cell upset (MCU)
occurs when the particle strike results in an upset of two or more memory cells or latches [23].
Multiple-bit upsets (MBU) occur when the particle strike causes the upset of two or more bits in
the same word [23]. Single-event transients (SET) are when the ionizing particle strikes a device
and induces a transient signal in the output voltage or current. If the ion-induced transient signal
is sufficiently large ,it can result in a bit error when captured in a storage element [23]. Singleevent latchup (SEL) is when the particle strike causes an unusually high current that results in a
parasitic dual bipolar circuit, requiring a power reset to resolve. Soft errors are typically described
in terms of probability, where the soft-error rate (SER) is measured in failure in time (FIT) [23].
One FIT is one failure per billion device hours [23]. As device scaling has continued, SERs have
decreased. Figure 2-6 shows the normalized SER per bit for SRAM caches as a function of device
technology [31]. The SER peaks at 130 nm then decrease as the technology is scaled. As the
device is scaled, the volume or vulnerable area of the device decreases, and thus the probability
that the device will be hit by an ionizing particle decreases [23].
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Figure 2-6. SER per bit for SRAM caches as a function of device technology. Adapted from [31].

V. Single-Event Transients (SET)
In this section we focus on one type of SEE effect: single-event transients (SETs). SETs
occur when an ionizing particle strikes a device and induces a transient signal in the output
voltage or current. Device-level analysis is critical when evaluating new technologies and
materials. Before looking at circuit-level implementations of these new materials and device,
analysis of the SET events enables the extraction of the pertinent interactions and physics as a
result of the ionizing particle strike.
Figure 2-7a shows a schematic of a MOSFET being hit with an ionizing particle. If the
ionizing particle has sufficient energy, electron and hole pairs are generated. These electrons and
holes are collected by the terminals of the device, resulting in a transient in the output of the
terminal (Figure 2-7b). Figure 2-7b shows the transient profile from an ionizing particle strike.
The output of the transient is measured as a function of current. Integrating this transient current
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with respect to time yields the total collected charge at the given device terminal. To empirically
model the experimental transient profile, a double exponential current model is often used [32].
Technology computer-aided design (TCAD) device simulations are utilized to study the heavy
ion–induced charge deposition and transient response [33]. TCAD simulation enables the
modeling of the heavy ion charge deposition and extraction of the transient response phenomena.

Figure 2-7. (a) Schematic of MOSFET hit with ionizing a particle. (b) Transient profile
waveform.
The transient response is dependent on the energy of the incident ionizing particle, which
is described in terms of linear energy transfer (LET). The initial energy of the incident particle, as
well as the density and ionization energy of the transverse material, affect how much energy or
charge is transferred/deposited into the device. The LET of a given particle is MeV × cm2/mg;
this details the energy loss by the ion per unit length of the transverse material [32]. Given the
density and ionization energy of the transverse material, the LET can be converted to units of
charge per unit length, pC/μm, for use in device design and simulation [32].
LET is not the only parameter of interest with regard to SET effects. Another important
parameter is the total charge that is deposited (QDep) by the incident particle. QDep is a function of
LET and is calculated using the following equation [34]:
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=

(2. 1)

where LET is linear energy transfer, d is the thickness of the material, ρ is the material density, q
is the charge of an electron, and Eeh is the electron–hole pair creation energy.
Another parameter of interest is the cross-section σSET given by Equation 2.2. The σSET is
the device SEE response to ionizing radiation given in units of cm2 per device or cm2 per bit [28].

=

( )

(2. 2)

The σSET is equal to the number of events collected N, divided by the total fluence or flux of
incident ions ϕ(E) in units of particles/cm·s times the test time duration, T [35]. During testing,
the indecent beams of ionizing radiation, such as proton or heavy ions, are accelerated to the
device under test using a broad beam of particles. Cyclotrons and particle beamlines do not allow
for the release of a single particle to a controlled point on the device. Because of this broad nature
of the incident beam, there is an inherent uncertainty about where the incident particle will strike
and whether that region will be sensitive to the incident particle [36]. This necessitates a
statistical approach to evaluating SET events. The σ term is utilized to remove geometrical
parameters from the statistical analysis of SET and SEE effects [36].

VI. Single-Bit Upsets (SBU)
In this section we now address the effect of ionizing radiation at the circuit level. Singlebit upsets (SBU) occur when a particle strike causes a bit flip in a memory cell or latch. In a sixtransistor SRAM cell, the information or bit is stored as long as the cell remains powered. With
the SRAM cell, the bit is stored in two cross-coupled inverters where the output of each inverter
is connected to the input of the other inverter. This feedback loop between the two inverters
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stabilizes their output. The SRAM cell has two states, 0 and 1. The two additional NMOS access
transistors are utilized to access the cell during read and write.
Figure 2-8 shows the schematic of a six-transistor SRAM cell. The access transistors and
the word line (WL), bit line (

) and inverse bit line (

) are used to read from and write to the

cell. In standby mode, the WL is low resulting in the access transistors being off in the off state. In
this state, the inverters are in a complementary state. When the PMOS device of the left inverter
is turned on, the left inverter’s output is high ( ) and the PMOS device to the right of the inverter
is turned off, with output
inverse bit line
the

being low. To write to the cell, data is imposed on the

on the

. The WL is set to high, the access transistors are turned on, and the drive from

is much stronger, allowing it to overpower and write the inverter with the new value. As

soon as the information is stored, the access transistors are turned off. To read the bit, the WL is
turned on to activate the access transistors and the information is read from the bit lines [2].

Figure 2-8. (a) Schematic of a 6T SRAM cell with an ionizing particle striking the NMOS device.
(b) Schematic of a 6T SRAM cell to replicate the ionizing particle strike a time-dependent current
source is utilized to replicate the transient response. Adapted from [32].
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Figure 2-9. Drain voltage waveform for 6T SRAM cell. Adapted from [32].

SEEs occur when (1) the incident particle has sufficient energy to deposit the minimum
charge required to generate an event and (2) the impact takes place within a sensitive area (i.e.,
drain of a transistor in the OFF state) [30]. For example, in the 6T SRAM cell shown in Figure 28, this sensitive area is one of the pull-down NMOS M3s. In this SRAM cell, when the WL is
low, the cell is storing the data or bit using the cross-coupled inverters. With M3 in the OFF state,
node

is high and node

is low. When an incident particle strikes the M3, a transient current is

produced. If the incident particle has sufficient energy, then the resulting transient current will
pull down the node, resulting in a flip in value of the storage node voltage [23]. This critical
energy is referred to as the LETcrit. As the two inverters are cross-coupled, the induced transition
will propagate forward through the inverter and cause a transient on the second node. The second
node in turn will drive the first node toward a wrong value [37]. This regenerative action will
cause both nodes to flip, resulting in an SBU [37]. There is no mechanism to restore the bit
besides rewriting the data into the SRAM cell. If the LET is below the critical level, then there is
a perturbation in the node voltage of the SRAM cell; however, the node voltage or bit will then
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recover [32]. Figure 2-9 shows the drain voltage waveforms for the SRAM cell struck with an
incident particle at transistor M3. At LETcrit the voltage of the given node switches from 1.0 V to
0 V. At LET values less than LETcrit there is perturbation of the output node voltage; however,
after a given time, the node voltage recovers to the original value.
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Chapter 3

Integration of High-κ Dielectrics on Sb-based Materials

I. Introduction
One of the fundamental keys to transistor design is the gate stack. Traditional silicon
transistors have had the advantage of high quality Si/SiO2 interfaces. The Si/SiO2 interface is a
low defect density interface between the channel and oxide enabling efficient gate control over
the channel. III-V semiconductors lack the high quality native oxide of silicon. Sb-based
materials are very reactive in atmosphere, forming complex and defective native oxides. InAlSb
in particular forms a conductive native oxide when exposed to oxygen, resulting in electrical
shorts. Of the Sb-based materials, GaSb is most suitable to integration of high-κ dielectrics.
However, GaSb is not stable at ambient conditions, forming a native oxide with complex
chemistry on the surface. Reducing and controlling the phases present in the GaSb oxide
overlayer is critical to enabling Sb-based electronic devices. Previous work on integrating high-κ
dielectrics on GaSb utilized ex situ HCl cleaning to remove native oxides prior to atomic layer
deposition (ALD) [38]. This ex situ cleaning was combined with a low temperature (110 °C) 1
nm Al2O3/4 nm HfO2 ALD process to prevent the formation of elemental Sb at the high-κ
interface. The resulting GaSb\high-κ interface was sufficient to allow moderate CV modulation.
However, as shown in Figure 3-1 there is significant hysteresis in the CV characteristics.
Negative-bias temperature instability (NBTI) measurements were performed on the GaSb
MOSCAP structures. NBTI showed negative flatband voltage (VFB) shifts indicative (Figure 3-1c
and 3-1d) of hole trapping as well as increases in the VFB shift as a function of stress time (Tstress),
stress voltage (Vstr), and temperature (T).
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Figure 3-1. (a) GaSb MOSCAP structure with 1 nm of Al2O3 and 4 nm of HfO2. (b) CV
characteristics showing hysteresis profile. (c) Negative-bias temperature instability (NBTI) CV
characteristics. (d) Flat-band voltage shift as a function of applied stress.
The unstressed hysteresis of 0.5V is too high to even study the effect of ionizing radiation
on these GaSb high-κ dielectric interfaces. An improved technique for cleaning the GaSb surface
was required. In this chapter we touch upon the development of tools and processes to enable
high-κ dielectrics on GaSb.

II. Atomic Layer Deposition and Surface Preparation Cluster Tool
A dual chamber cluster system was developed for the cleaning, passivation and
integration of high-κ dielectrics on advanced semiconductor surfaces. The system shown in
Figure 3-2 comprises an ultrahigh vacuum surface preparation chamber and a plasma-enhanced
atomic layer deposition (PEALD) reactor connected through a centralized high vacuum transfer
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system. The surface preparation chamber is equipped with a heated substrate holder, hydrogen
atom beam source (HABS), silicon sublimation source (SUSI), electron beam depositor,
reflection high-energy electron diffractometer (RHEED), and spectroscopic ellipsometer (SE) for
preparation of pristine semiconductor surfaces and their passivation. The PEALD reactor is a
Kurt J. Lesker Co. ALD-150LX reactor equipped with a remote RF inductively coupled plasma
(ICP) source operating at 13.56 MHz, providing state-of-the-art deposition capabilities for high
permittivity oxides including Al2O3 and HfO2. The PEALD system is also equipped with an SE.
The pristine semiconductor surfaces that are produced in the surface preparation chamber can be
transferred to the PEALD chamber for deposition of a high-κ dielectric or capped in the surface
preparation chamber using E-beam deposition or the SUSI source. The high vacuum transfer
system allows for the transfer of a sample cleaned in the surface preparation chamber to the
PEALD reactor with minimal risk of unintentional oxidation while moving between chambers.
Plasma treatments as well as the growth conditions can be monitored in real time using the SE
capabilities. The advanced capabilities of this system enable the passivation of GaSb and
formation of a high quality high-κ GaSb interface.
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Figure 3-2. Atomic layer deposition cluster tool schematic

III. Development of the High-κ Dielectric
As device scaling has continued, high-κ dielectrics have become essential for the higher
drive currents and lower threshold voltages required of modern devices. The permittivity of SiO2
(ε = 3.9) is much lower than the permittivity of high-κ dielectrics such as Al2O3 (ε~9) and HfO2
(ε~22). The higher permittivity enables higher gate oxide capacitance Cox. Since the on current of
the device is proportional to the gate capacitance Ion = νinCox(VG

VT), a larger gate capacitance is

desired for better device performance. Furthermore higher capacitance helps to reduce the sub-
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threshold swing (SS) of the device, as the SS is dependent on the gate coupling ratio m = (1 +
CDep/Cox). Due to the need for high drive current and low SS, thermal ALD HfO2 was chosen for
integration with the GaSb.
A well-characterized high quality dielectric is necessary before studying the passivation
of the GaSb surface. For example the various analysis techniques (Terman and Conductance
methods) used to extract the interface density of states (Dit) from capacitance voltage
measurements (CV) require precise knowledge of the oxide thickness and dielectric constant. The
HfO2 process was developed on Si first. Initial characterization of the HfO2 has enabled wellknown material properties of Si allowing for the deconvolution of the semiconductor and the
HfO2 during gate stack development.
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Figure 3-3. 250oC HfO2 ALD process uptake optimization on silicon for index of refraction (n),
% non-uniformity, and growth rate as a function of (a) H2O precursor dose and (b)
tetrakis(dimethylamido)hafnium (TDMAH) precursor dose.
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The thermal ALD process has several critical variables including pressure, temperature,
and precursor uptake. Optimization of these process variables is essential for a high quality
dielectric. The pressure for the process is based upon the vapor pressure of the two precursors
utilized, tetrakis(dimethylamido)hafnium (TDMAH) and H2O. TDMAH is a low vapor pressure
precursor requiring the pressure in the ALD reactor to be 1.1 Torr. The temperature for the ALD
process is critical: too low a temperature and there is insufficient energy to achieve a complete
chemical reaction between the precursors, while if the temperature is too high, the precursors will
decompose. Further, at higher temperatures the passivating ligands, i.e., –OH groups, can desorb
from the surface at a rate greater than the adsorption rate [39]. The process temperature was
chosen as 250 °C as it is high enough to ensure complete reaction between the precursors and it is
below the 320 °C thermal decomposition temperature of the TDMAH.
Precursor uptakes refer to the dose and purge times for both the reactant and oxidizer
precursors. The precursor dose times are optimized to ensure a complete chemical reaction across
the substrate. The purge times are optimized to ensure that the precursors are completely removed
from the ALD reactor prior to the next precursor dose. If the purge time is too short, there is a risk
of the precursors mixing in the ALD reactor, resulting in a parasitic chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) reaction. Figure 3-3 shows the uptake optimization for the TDMAH and H2O dose. The
optimization was based on 100 cycles of TDMAH and H2O. Post-deposition ex situ ellipsometry
measurements were performed. The dose times were optimized for index of refraction (n), % nonuniformity, and growth rate. The index of refraction is indicative of the dielectric constant. The
relative permittivity of the dielectric or dielectric constant (ε) is the function of two parts, the
index of refraction (n) and the extinction coefficient (k). The relationship between the two is
given by ε = (n + ik)2. The % non-uniformity refers to the film deposition non-uniformity across a
150 mm wafer. The LX-150 PEALD reactor is designed for a % non-uniformity of less than 2%.
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The growth per cycle refers to the deposition rate per cycle. This value is critical for precisely
targeting the film thickness desired during ALD. Further, the growth per cycle is an indication of
the ALD process stability. A growth per cycle exceeding 1 Å/cycle is an indication that the ALD
process is no longer strictly ALD and that a parasitic CVD process is occurring. As shown in
Figure 3-3, the optimal growth conditions for a 250 °C HfO2 process utilize a TDMAH dose of
0.2 s, with a 10 s purge, followed by a 0.3 s H2O dose and 20 s purge. Figure 3-4 shows the
frequency dependent CV measurements for three different HfO2 films grown on Si with the
optimized deposition parameters. The capacitive equivalent thickness (CET) versus measured
HfO2 thickness is shown in Figure 3-5. The slope of the liner fit yields the extracted dielectric
constant, where the experimental dielectric constant is εexp = εSiO2/slope. The measured HfO2
dielectric constant was ε = 22, which is excellent for ALD HfO2.
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Figure 3-4. Capacitance voltage measurements (CV) for 250oC HfO2 on p-type silicon for HfO2
thickness of 3.0 nm, 4.5 nm, and 6.5 nm. HfO2 thickness measured via ex-situ ellipsometry.
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Figure 3-5. Capacitive equivalent thickness (CET) versus measured HfO2 thickness for 250oC
HfO2. HfO2 thickness measured via ex-situ ellipsometry.

IV. Hydrogen Plasma Surface Passivation of GaSb
The GaSb (001) surface is composed of long Sb-dimer chains [40], [41]. However, unlike
arsenide and other antimonide III-V compounds that form a c(4×4) reconstruction [40], the Sbrich GaSb surface is stabilized by randomly ordered subsurface Ga anti-site defects in order to
satisfy the electron counting rule (ECR) [40]. During exposure to atmosphere, the GaSb surface
readily forms a native oxide composed of Ga2O3, Sb2O4, and Sb2O3 [42]–[46]. At temperatures
above 200 ºC, additional elemental Sb is formed as a result of the reaction between Sb-oxide and
the underlying GaSb surface [43], which is assumed to have an adverse effect, since the Sb-rich
native oxide/GaSb interface suffers from high interface state density (Dit), leading to Fermi level
pinning [47].
Recent first-principle studies of HfO2/GaSb interfaces formed on Ga-terminated surfaces
have suggested that gap states were absent at oxygen-rich interfaces without direct Sb–O bonds.
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The Ga dangling bonds as well as Sb–Sb antibonding states were predicted to be located above
the conduction band edge [48]. Therefore, to avoid the formation of the native oxide, past effort
has focused on deposition of high-κ dielectrics directly on epitaxial GaSb in an ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) environment immediately following GaSb growth [49]. However, this UHV in situ
dielectric growth approach is very limiting, and a more flexible approach is needed to remove
native oxides. Wet chemical etchants [50]–[53], high temperature thermal desorption [42]–[44],
[53], [54], capping layers [55], and hydrogen cleaning [44]–[46] have all been explored as ways
to remove the native oxide from GaSb. A limitation with ex situ chemical surface pretreatments is
that the native oxide can begin to reform following removal by the chemical cleaning [45].
Thermal oxide desorption (TOD) [56] and hydrogen cleaning [45], [46] have been shown to
remove the GaSb native oxide prior to ALD. Previous work has shown the successful reduction
of native oxides from and integration of Al2O3 on GaSb using H2 plasma [45], [46]. However, the
dielectric constant of Al2O3 (ε~9) was too low to be compatible with future scaled field effect
transistors. A gate oxide with higher dielectric constant such as HfO2 (ε~22) is required.
The GaSb surface passivation was developed on a 500-nm-thick epitaxial p-type (Be
doping: 2 × 10

17

cm 3) GaSb film grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on unintentionally

doped GaSb(001) wafers. H2 plasma surface treatment, HfO2 deposition and post-deposition
forming gas anneal (FGA) were performed in situ using a Kurt J. Lesker Co. ALD-150LX
reactor. Prior to loading into the load-lock, the GaSb samples were degreased in acetone and
isopropyl alcohol for 10 min each followed by cleaning with hydrochloric acid (HCl) and water
HCl:H2O (1:1) for 40 s to remove the native oxide [50]. After loading into the ALD reactor, a 100
W H2 plasma clean was performed at a substrate temperature of 110 ºC, a chamber pressure of
1 Torr. Following the H2 plasma cleaning, the GaSb surfaces were exposed to ten 50-ms-long
prepulses of trimethylaluminum (TMA) followed by ten 50-ms-long pulses of H2O. The prepulsing was performed to effectively hydroxylate the GaSb surface and facilitate the subsequent
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nucleation and growth of HfO2. The substrate temperature was increased to 250ºC and a 3.5-nmthick HfO2 was deposited using alternate cycles of tetrakis(dimethylamino)hafnium [Hf(NME2)4]
and H2O. Following HfO2 deposition, the samples underwent in situ FGA. The FGA was done at
350 °C with an H2/Ar ambient (40 sccm of H2 and 110 sccm of Ar). Gate metal contacts were
deposited by thermal evaporation of Ni using a shadow mask. To study the effectiveness of the
H2 plasma cleaning, additional control samples were processed that underwent either (a) ex situ
HCl only (in situ H2 plasma cleaning) or (b) in situ H2 plasma cleaning only (i.e., no HCl precleaning).
To image the high-κ/III-V interface, high resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) was performed using an FEI Titan3 dual aberration corrected S/TEM operated at 300
kV, and equipped with a SuperX energy dispersive spectrometry (SuperX EDS) system.
Mechanical polishing was used to prepare a cross-section of the GaSb MOSCAP with 3.5 nm of
HfO2 cleaned with ex situ (1:1) HCl:H2O and 1.5 min in situ H2 plasma. To further investigate the
chemical nature of the interlayer, ex situ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was utilized to
study the effect of low temperature H2 plasma cleaning on the GaSb surface. For the XPS study, a
monochromatic Al K (hν = 1486.7 eV) source and an Omicron EA125 hemispherical analyzer
were utilized. The pass energy employed for this study was 15 eV and the uncertainty of the
binding energy was estimated to be 0.05 eV. For quantitative analysis, the software AAnalyzer
was used [57].
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Figure 3-6. CV characteristics as a function of frequency (1 kHz–1 MHz) and Dit distribution
extracted for GaSb MOSCAPs with 3.5 nm of HfO2 cleaned with (a, b) ex situ (1:1) HCl:H2O
chemical wet etching, (c, d) in situ 1.5 min H2 plasma cleaning, and (e, f) combined ex situ (1:1)
HCl:H2O and in situ 1.5 min H2 plasma cleaning. The insets in (b), (d), and (f) show surface band
bending as a function of gate voltage, extracted using the Terman method [58].

Capacitance-voltage (CV) measurements (Figure 3-6) were carried out in the dark at
room temperature in the frequency range from 1 kHz to 1 MHz using an LCR meter (Agilent
4284A). Figure 3-6 shows the CV characteristics and distribution of Dit extracted using the
Terman method [58] for GaSb MOSCAPs cleaned with (a, b) conventional ex situ (1:1)
HCl:H2O, (c, d) in situ 1.5 min H2 plasma, and (e, f) combined ex situ and in situ cleaning. A
direct comparison of the CV characteristics shows that in situ H2 plasma cleaning improves the
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surface potential modulation with gate bias compared to ex situ cleaning. The combination of ex
situ cleaning and H2 plasma cleaning is superior to either method alone, as directly reflected in
the reduced Dit and maximum band bending achieved. For ex situ cleaning, the CV exhibits
pinning behavior, with minimal capacitance modulation with gate bias. For in situ hydrogen
cleaning, a substantial improvement in band bending and CV modulation, Cmod = (Cmax
Cmin)/Cmax = 0.72 at 1 MHz, is found, where Cmax is the maximum accumulation capacitance and
Cmin is the minimum depletion capacitance. Significant stretch out and dispersion in the depletion
region is indicative of an interface that is still plagued with large Dit; however, band bending
analysis revealed that the Fermi level was pushed above the flatband condition, resulting in a
positive band bending. The Dit profile showed a 2× reduction in Dit at the valence band edge. The
combination of both ex situ and in situ cleaning resulted in the best-behaved CV characteristics
with an improvement in CV modulation to Cmod = 0.86, reduced stretch out, and improved band
bending, as well as lower frequency dispersion in the depletion region. A Cmax of 3.35 μF/cm2
was found. Taking the quantum capacitance correction for GaSb into account, an equivalent
oxide thickness (EOT) of 0.8 nm was determined from Cmax (EOT = 1.0 nm without quantum
capacitance correction). Compared to the ex situ cleaning step, the resulting Dit profile showed a
13× reduction at the valence band edge.
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Figure 3-7. Frequency-dependent CV characteristics and normalized parallel conductance maps
of p-type GaSb MOSCAPs with 3.5 nm HfO2 deposited after combined surface cleaning at (a, b)
T = 300 K and (c, d) T = 150 K. The dotted-line arrow in the conductance map highlights the
trace of the maximum parallel conductance in the depletion region.

While the combined ex situ and in situ surface cleaning resulted in high Cmax and Cmod,
there was still a high density of interface trap states. Figure 3-7 shows the frequency-dependent
CV characteristics and normalized parallel conductance maps Gp/(ωAq) for these MOSCAP at
room temperature and 150 K. Here, Gp is the parallel conductance, ω is the angular frequency,
and A is the area of the device. At 300 K, the CV behavior showed considerable frequency
dispersion in the depletion region. Furthermore, the total capacitance did not reach the nominal
minimum capacitance, Cmin = 0.17 μF/cm2. At T = 150 K, the 1 MHz semiconductor reached deep
depletion. Also, the frequency dispersion in depletion was greatly reduced due to the expected
suppression of the interface trap response from trap levels located around midgap at lower
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temperatures. At 300 K the conductance map showed relatively inefficient Fermi level
movement, traced by the change in the frequency position of the normalized conductance
maximum in response to gate bias. The trace of the conductance maximum is barely visible due
to the relatively small positive band bending achieved at 300 K and the fact that shallower trap
levels were not in resonance with the applied frequency. At 150 K the conductance map revealed
the trace of the parallel conductance maximum, attributed to a more efficient Fermi level
movement and the resonant frequency shift to shallower trap levels at lower temperature.

Figure 3-8. CV characteristics at room temperature and (b) Dit distribution extracted from
HfO2/GaSb MOSCAPs cleaned using ex-situ (1:1) HCl:H2O wet chemical etch and in-situ H2
plasma with different H2 plasma exposure times of 1.5, 2.5, and 5 min.

The optimization of the H2 plasma cleaning time, varied between 1.5 and 5 min, is shown
in Figure 3-8. The 1.5 min H2 plasma exposure yielded the best performance for Cmax, Cmod, and
Dit. Increasing the plasma cleaning time to 2.5 min resulted in a 1.4× reduction of Cmax from
3.35 μF/cm2 to 2.40 μF/cm2, which further reduced to Cmax = 1.85 μF/cm2 for 5 min H2 plasma
cleaning time. TEM cross-sectioning of the high-κ/III-V interface for the GaSb MOSCAP with
the optimized ex situ plus in situ clean showed an abrupt interface between the crystalline GaSb
and amorphous dielectric (see Figure 3-9a). Elemental analysis across the interface using energy
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dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) revealed a 0.7-nm-thick interfacial layer with a high
concentration of Ga, suggesting the presence of a native oxide interlayer between GaSb and HfO2
containing large amounts of gallium oxide phases. At an H2 plasma cleaning time of 5 min, the
interfacial layer was over 2.0 nm thick (see Figure 3-8a).

Figure 3-9. (a) High resolution cross-section transmission electron micrograph of
HfO2/GaOx/GaSb interface for ex-situ HCl:H2O chemical cleaning followed by an 1.5 min H2
plasma cleaning and (b) energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy line scans taken across the
HfO2/GaSb interface.
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Figure 3-10. High resolution X-ray photoelectron spectra of the Sb 4d as well as the O 2s and
Ga 3d peaks for untreated 500-nm-thick GaSb epilayer and GaSb surfaces cleaned with ex situ
HCl:H2O, in situ 1.5 min H2 plasma, and combination of the in situ and ex situ cleaning methods.

Figure 3-10 shows the XPS high resolution spectra of the Sb 4d as well as the Ga 3d and
O 2s peaks for (a) 500-nm-thick GaSb epilayer with no cleaning treatment and GaSb surfaces
treated with (b) an ex situ clean, (c) an in situ 1.5 min H2 plasma clean, and (d) the combined ex
situ and in situ cleaning methods. To preserve the clean GaSb surface, a subsequent TMA and
H2O pre-pulse was performed at 110 ºC followed by the deposition of 2 nm of Al2O3 deposited at
250 ºC. The choice of Al2O3 as dielectric was to prevent the Hf peaks from interfering with the
surface analysis. A relatively thick Al2O3 cap of 2 nm was chosen to prevent significant
reoxidation of the interface region due to air exposure [59].
The bare epitaxial GaSb surface showed the presence of Ga2O3, Sb2O4, and Sb2O3 on the
GaSb surface. The assignment of Sb2O5 was excluded in the XPS analysis based on recent
findings on the thermal decomposition of the native oxide overlayer of GaSb [42]. Sb2O4 is most
likely the correct assigned Sb oxide phase, as it is thermodynamically preferred over Sb2O5 and is
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needed to comprehensively explain the experimentally observed decomposition pathways of the
GaSb native oxide overlayer [42].
All surface cleaning treatments showed effective removal of antimony oxide phases, with
an XPS extracted Sb–O thickness of <0.1 nm, close to the XPS detection limit. For all treatments
the only significant Ga-oxide phase detected was Ga2O3. Comparison of the relative intensities of
the bulk peaks (Sb 4d and Ga 3d core-levels) showed that post-HCl cleaning the GaSb surface
was Sb rich with an Sb/Ga ratio of 1.33. The Sb/Ga ratio for bare GaSb was 0.92, while the
Sb/Ga ratio for H2 plasma cleaning and HCl + H2 plasma cleaning was 0.89 and 0.93,
respectively.
We attribute the improvement in the CV characteristics with H2 plasma cleaning to
formation of a Ga-rich interface with H2 plasma cleaning. For H2 plasma cleaning, given that the
initial surface likely contains Sb2O4 rather than Sb2O5 and in accordance with Weiss et al. [44],
we propose the following reaction pathway for the removal of the native overlayer of GaSb
formed under ambient conditions, containing Sb, Sb2O4, and Sb2O3:
2Sb O + 16H → 2Sb O + 4H O ↑ +6H → Sb ↑ +6H O.

(1)

Elemental Sb is removed via thermal desorption or through the formation of volatile
SbH3. EDX revealed a lower Sb concentration relative to Ga near the GaSb/HfO2 interface. The
EDX results are consistent with the XPS results, which showed a Ga-rich GaSb interface with H2
plasma cleaning.
At temperatures above 200 °C, GaSb can react with Sb2O3 to form Ga2O3 and elemental
Sb [43]. The transfer of oxygen from the Sb–O to Ga–O bond during the high temperature ALD
process further enriches the interlayer with Ga oxide at these temperatures following the reaction
[43]:
2GaSb + Sb O → Ga O + 4Sb.

(2)
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The decomposition of Sb2O3 into Ga2O3 and Sb can explain why no Sb2O3 was detected
post ALD process with HCl cleaning alone. The improvement in Cmax with the combination of ex
situ HCl and in situ H2 plasma cleaning over H2 plasma alone correlates well with the XPS
results. A much lower Ga–O peak intensity (layer thickness ~0.6 nm) is found after the combined
cleaning method compared to in situ cleaning only (layer thickness ~3.2 nm). The XPS extracted
oxide thickness for both ex situ and in situ cleaning shows good agreement with the TEM crosssection.
The 110ºC H2 plasma cleaning is unable to remove Ga2O3 from the GaSb surface. A
minimum temperature of 250 ºC [44] is required for removal of oxide of Ga with atomic
hydrogen, while thermal desorption without atomic hydrogen occurred at temperatures above 500
ºC [43], [44]. To understand the hydrogen cleaning process, we consider the reaction between
Ga2O3 and atomic hydrogen [44]:
Ga O + 4H → Ga O+2H O.

(3)

It is evident from Eqns. (1) and (3) that the atomic hydrogen cleaning results in H2O as a
byproduct. The remaining Ga2O [Eqn. (3)] can subsequently react with this H2O and oxidize the
Ga2O into Ga2O3. Additional Ga2O3 can also be formed due to the oxidation of Ga with these H2O
byproducts and decomposition of Ga2O into Ga2O3 [45]. Optimization of the H2 plasma cleaning
time revealed a correlation between plasma cleaning time and Cmax. The TEM cross-section
revealed a thinner interfacial Ga2O3 layer with 1.5 min H2 plasma cleaning compare to the 5 min
cleaning. The lower cleaning time produces less interfacial Ga2O3, thus resulting in higher Cmax.
As the H2 plasma cleaning time is increased, more elemental Sb is removed from the surface, and
the remaining Ga reacts with the plasma-generated H2O byproducts. As Ga2O3 is soluble in HCl
solutions, the improvement in Cmax with the ex situ HCl + in situ H2 plasma cleaning over H2
plasma cleaning alone can be ascribed to the initial removal of Ga2O3.
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V. Atomic Hydrogen Surface Passivation of GaSb
In addition to the in situ hydrogen plasma cleaning of GaSb, atomic hydrogen cleaning of
GaSb was investigated using the surface preparation chamber. The surface preparation chamber is
equipped with the HABS, RHEED, and SE. Utilizing these tools, a GaSb sample was cleaned
with atomic hydrogen while being monitored in situ with RHEED and ellipsometry. The RHEED
was utilized to verify that the native oxide was complete removed. The in situ ellipsometry results
were utilized to develop temperature-dependent ellipsometry models for the GaSb surface. These
ellipsometry models enable in situ monitoring of both the atomic hydrogen plasma and atomic
hydrogen cleaning.
Prior to loading the GaSb substrates into the surface preparation chamber, a temperature
calibration was preformed because samples are loaded utilizing a substrate holder. The
temperature of the sample was calibrated using a known Si reference substrate and the SE
(Appendix B). The known Si substrate was secured on top of the sample holder and then placed
into the surface preparation chamber. The temperature of the sample heater was ramped from 24
°C to 700 °C in increments of 100 °C. At each increment the temperature was allowed to stabilize
for an hour. After one hour, SE measurements were performed and a temperature-dependent Si
substrate model was fit for the temperature of the known Si reference substrate. This temperature
calibration was then used throughout the rest of this work.
To develop a temperature-dependent SE model for a pristine GaSb surface, an undoped
bulk (100) GaSb sample was utilized. Immediately prior to mounting on the substrate holder, the
GaSb samples were degreased in acetone and isopropyl alcohol for 10 min each followed by
cleaning with hydrochloric acid (HCl) and water HCl:H2O (1:1) for 40 s to remove the native
oxide. After mounting, the substrate holder was placed in the load lock and pumped down to 8 ×
10

6

Torr. The samples were then transferred under high vacuum to the surface preparation
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chamber with a base pressure of 3 × 10 8 Torr. The GaSb samples were heated to 400 °C as it has
been previously shown that atomic hydrogen cleaning under high vacuum can remove elemental
Sb and Sb oxides from the GaSb surface at temperatures as low as 250 °C and Ga2O3 at
temperatures of 400 °C and above [44]. The choice of 400 °C was to ensure removal of Sb, Sb
oxides, and Ga oxides. The samples were cleaned with atomic hydrogen for 5 minutes. The
cleaning time was determined by saturation of the dielectric function determined by SE, as well
as the saturation of the RHEED pattern. The HABS temperature was 1805 °C and a flow of 0.2
sccm of H2 was utilized. The cleaning was monitor in situ with RHEED and SE. Following the
cleaning, the substrate temperature was reduced to 250 °C, 200 °C, 110 °C, and 25 °C. At each
set-point the temperature was stabilized for 30 min, following which SE measurements were
taken.
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Figure 3-11. The dielectric function of the native and atomic hydrogen cleaned GaSb surface at
400oC. The quantity ε1 and ε2 represent the polarization and absorption properties of the GaSb.
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GaSb surface
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Figure 3-12. The dielectric function of the atomic hydrogen cleaned GaSb surface as a function of
temperature. T=400oC, 250oC, 200 oC, 110 oC, and 25 oC. The quantity ε1 and ε2 represent the
polarization and absorption properties of the GaSb.

Figure 3-11 shows the dielectric function of both the native and atomic hydrogen cleaned
GaSb surface at 400 °C. The quantity ε1 represents the real part of the dielectric function and
describes the polarization properties of the material. ε2 represents the imaginary part of the
dielectric function and describes the absorption properties of the material. Post-cleaning there is a
slight increase in the ε1; however, there is a significant increase in the ε2 profile. The insets show
the peak intensities centered at energy = 1.72 eV for ε1 and energy = 3.75 eV for ε2. To obtain
these peak intensities as a function of time, a first-derivative peak algorithm was utilized, with a
search window of ±0.25 eV from the center. As seen in Figure 3-11, the intensity of the ε1 and ε2
spectra increases with cleaning time. The peak intensities begin to saturate after 1 min, while after
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4 min the peaks are well saturated. The shift in the peak intensities as a function of cleaning time
corresponds to the removal of the SbOX and GaOX overburden layer from the GaSb surface. The
corresponding RHEED patterns along the [110] azimuth of the native and atomic hydrogen
cleaned GaSb surface are also shown in Figure 3-11. Post atomic hydrogen cleaning, the (13)
reconstructed surface can be seen in the RHEED profile, indicative of a pristine GaSb surface.
Figure 3-12 shows the dielectric function of the pristine GaSb surface as a function of
temperature. With decreasing temperature there is a positive shift in the energy of the two spectra
as well as an increase in the relative intensities of the two spectra.
Ex situ electrical characterization using MOSCAPs was performed with a 6 nm GaSb
layer grown on InAlSb/InAsSb/AlGaSb/ semi-insulating (SI) GaAs. These samples were loaded
with bulk GaSb substrates. Figure 3-12a shows the layer structure of the MOSCAP. These
samples were co-processed with the bulk ellipsometry/RHEED samples. Post atomic hydrogen
cleaning, the GaSb samples were then transferred into the PEALD reactor for capping with a high
quality HfO2 layer. At 110 °C surfaces were exposed to ten 50-ms-long prepulses of
trimethylaluminum (TMA) followed by ten 50-ms-long pulses of H2O. The purpose of the prepulsing is to hydroxylate the GaSb surface to facilitate nucleation of HfO2. The substrate
temperature was increased to 250 °C and a 3.5-nm-thick HfO2 was deposited using alternate
cycles of TDMAH and H2O. Following HfO2 deposition, the samples underwent a 350 °C in situ
FGA. Thermal Ni gate metal contacts were deposited using a shadow mask on the MOSCAP
samples. For comparison an in situ hydrogen plasma clean MOSCAP sample was also processed.
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Figure 3-13. (a) 3.5 nm HfO2 GaSb MOSCAP structure. (b) CV characteristics for 3.5 nm HfO2
GaSb MOSCAPs prepared with in situ H2 plasma cleaning and 400 °C atomic hydrogen cleaning

CV measurements were carried out on the MOSCAP monitor samples, in the dark, at
room temperature, and with a frequency range from 1 kHz to 1 MHz using an LCR meter
(Agilent 4284A). The CV characteristics of the in situ hydrogen plasma cleaned and atomic
hydrogen cleaned GaSb surfaces are shown in Figures 3-13b and 3-13c. Both types of hydrogen
cleaning show excellent CV modulation. The atomic hydrogen surface is nearly equivalent to the
in situ hydrogen plasma cleaned surface. For the in situ hydrogen plasma cleaned surface, a CV
modulation of Cmod = (Cmax

Cmin)/Cmax = 0.79 at 1 MHz is found, where Cmax is the maximum

accumulation capacitance and Cmin is the minimum depletion capacitance. For the atomic
hydrogen cleaning, Cmod = 0.78 at 1 MHz. The excellent CV modulation and comparable
performance to hydrogen plasma cleaning is indicative that the 400 °C atomic hydrogen cleaning
is effective in cleaning and passivating the GaSb surface.
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VI. Device Improvement with Hydrogen Plasma Surface Passivation of GaSb
Figure 3-14 shows the CV characteristics of the improved high-κ process using ex situ
HCl and in situ H2 plasma cleaning with 3.5 nm of HfO2 deposited at 250 °C, versus the low
temperature process using ex situ HCl cleaning and 1 nm Al2O3/4 nm HfO2 deposited at 110 °C.
The in situ H2 plasma cleaning allows for the removal of Sb and Sb native oxides resulting in
efficient Fermi level movement (as shown by the improved band bending Figure 3-14d). The
improvement in accumulation capacitance is attributed to the ability to integrate a high
temperature high-κ dielectric on the GaSb with the in situ H2 cleaning. The 250 °C HfO2 has a
dielectric constant of 22 versus the dielectric constant of 10 for 110 °C HfO2. Figure 3-15 shows
the hysteresis of the CV characteristics of the ex situ HCl and in situ H2 plasma cleaned GaSb
surface with 3.5 nm of HfO2 deposited at 250 °C. The measured VFB shift was 110 mV, a
significant improvement over the 110 °C gate stack on GaSb, which had a VFB shift of 500 mV.
NBTI measurements of the improved high-κ gate stack showed minimal VFB voltage shifts as a
function of stress (Figure 3-15).
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Figure 3-14. (a) CV characteristics of a GaSb MOSCAP with old high-κ stack (1 nm of Al2O3/4
nm of HfO2). (b) CV characteristics of a GaSb MOSCAP with improved high-κ stack (3.5 nm of
HfO2). (c) Ideal and extracted band bending GaSb MOSCAP with old high-κ stack. (d) Ideal and
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Figure 3-15. (a) CV characteristics showing hysteresis profile for improved high-κ gate stack. (b)
Negative-bias temperature instability (NBTI) characteristics of improved high-κ gate stack
including flatband voltage shift as a function of applied stress.
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The improved high-κ gate stack was then integrated with the InAsSb QW-MOSFET
(Figure 3-16). The full fabrication details are provided in Appendix A. The measured split
capacitance-voltage (CV) characteristics are shown in Figure 3-16b. The combination of an in
situ H2 plasma cleaned GaSb cap with a scaled 4.5-nm-thick HfO2 gate dielectric results in higher
Cox versus the ex situ HCl cleaned 1 nm Al2O3/10 nm HfO2 gate stack. Figure 3-17a shows the
transfer characteristics (ID-VG) of the InAs0.8Sb0.2 QW-MOSFETs with an LG = 5 μm. The ON
current of the long channel MOSFET is 30 μA/μm with a peak Gm of 100 μS/μm and threshold
voltage of

0.2 V. The SS slope is calculated to be 215 mV/dec. Figure 3-17b shows the

corresponding output characteristics (ID-VD) exhibiting current saturation at low gate voltages. It
is evident in Figure 3-18 that the in situ H2 plasma cleaning results in a 35% improvement over
similar QW-MOSFET devices that used an ex situ HCl cleaning (SS = 350 mV/dec).
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Figure 3-16. (a) Schematic of InAsSb QW-MOSFET device structure fabricated on semiinsulating (S.I.) GaAs substrate. (b) Experimental split C-V characteristics of the InAsSb QWMOSFET at T = 300 K. The in situ H2 plasma cleaning results in a higher Cmax than the C-V
characteristics using ex situ HCl cleaning.
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Figure 3-17. (a) Experimental transfer characteristics (ID-VG) of the InAsSb QW-MOSFET with
LG = 5 μm at T = 300 K. The device exhibits a VT of 0.2 V, an ION of 30.0 μA/μm, a peak Gm of
100 µS/µm (VD = 0.5V) and an SS of 215 mV/dec. (b) Experimental output characteristics (IDVD) of the InAsSb QW-MOSFET (LG = 5 um) at T = 300 K.
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Figure 3-18. Comparison of SS versus drain current characteristics for LG=5 μm InAsSb QWMOSFET using in situ H2 plasma cleaning and ex situ HCl cleaning. The in situ plasma cleaning
results in a 35% improvement in SS.
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Chapter 4
Total Ionizing Dose Response of Sb-based Devices

I. Introduction
Total ionizing dose (TID) response is the long-term degradation of device performance
when exposed to ionizing radiation. In this chapter we evaluate the different components of the
Sb-based QW-MOSFETs and their TID response to X-ray radiation. We first evaluate the high-κ
dielectric’s sensitivity to X-ray radiation on Si control wafers and then on GaSb. We then look at
the TID response of n-channel InAsSb and p-channel InGaSb QW MOSFETs. This systematic
approach allows for a deconvolution of the radiation response in the oxide and the III-V
semiconductors.

II. Evaluation of TID on High-κ dielectrics
To evaluate the effect of ionizing radiation on Sb-based MOSFETs, the different
components of the MOSFET need to be analyzed. The first component we look at is the oxide
itself. To evaluate the susceptibility of the high-κ dielectric to ionizing radiation, CV
measurements were performed on MOSCAPS fabricated on p-type Si and GaSb. The choice of Si
was to isolate the dielectric from the GaSb substrate. This enables us to evaluate charge trapping
in the high-κ dielectric following exposure to ionizing radiation without confounding any results
that may be attributed to the GaSb surface.
The first oxide studied was 1 nm Al2O3/7.5 nm HfO2 dielectric deposited via ALD at 110
°C. As described in Section 3.1, the low temperature ALD process was utilized to suppress the
formation of elemental Sb at the GaSb surface. The Si MOSCAPs were irradiated with 10 keV X-
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rays with varied doses at different electric fields. As shown in Figure 4-1, the 1 nm Al2O3/7.5 nm
HfO2 is resilient to X-ray radiation, as there is no shift in the flatband voltage (VFB) with
radiation. The variation in the accumulation region of the CV response is random with radiation
dose. This is a measurement artifact attributed to the cooling/vibration effects on the probe card
during the CV measurements. Testing of the dielectric on GaSb is inclusive, due to the high
unstressed hysteresis of 0.5 V seen with the low temperature 110 °C ALD process (Section 3.1).
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Figure 4-1. Measured capacitance versus gate voltage as a function of X-ray radiation for Si
MOSCAPs with 1 nm Al2O3/7.5 nm HfO2 and Pd/Au gate contact.

Utilizing the in situ H2 plasma cleaning process developed in Chapter 3, the TID response
for the improved high-κ dielectric on GaSb was investigated. Figure 4-2 shows the TID
measurements on Si and GaSb MOSCAPS with 10 nm of HfO2 using 10 keV X-rays with a dose
rate of 1000 krad (SiO2) per second. The use of the thick 10 nm HfO2 films was to suppress the
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leakage currents due to the large-diameter pads required during X-ray irradiation. Large-diameter
pads are used to prevent the probe tip from shadowing any of the X-rays during measurements.
The TID response of the improved high-κ gate stack integrated on GaSb shows VFB shift of 150
mV, while the Si shows negligible VFB shift of 40 mV. The TID-induced VFB shift on GaSb with
the improved gate stack is less than the hysteresis seen with the low temperature 110 °C gate
stack (Section 3.1).
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Figure 4-2. TID response for Si MOSCAP and GaSb MOSCAP with improved high-κ gate stack

The small VFB shift of 40 mV shows that the HfO2 film itself is hardened to X-ray
irradiation. The VFB shift of 150 mV seen with the GaSb surface is indicative that the GaSb HfO2
interface is marginally susceptible to X-ray irradiation, as the hysteresis of the un-irradiated film
as shown in Section 3.6 is 110 mV. The positive VFB shift is a sign of native fixed charge,
induced by the X-ray radiation.
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III. InAsSb and InGaSb QW-MOSFETs
The InAs0.8Sb0.2 n-channel hetrostructure was grown on a GaAs substrate with a
metamorphic Al0.8Ga0.2Sb buffer (Figure 4-3). The QW is undoped, while the Al0.8In0.2Sb barrier
layer has been delta-doped with Te to provide carriers to the access regions. A hybrid
GaSb/Al0.8In0.2Sb barrier layer is utilized. Sb-based materials are especially reactive in
atmosphere, resulting in a poor high-κ dielectric/antimonide interface. Adding a thin layer of
GaSb to the barrier has been shown to improve passivation of the semiconductor/dielectric
interface. The InAs0.8Sb0.2 QW-MOSFETs were fabricated using a gate-last process with the low
temperature 110 °C Al2O3/HfO2/high-κ gate dielectric described in Chapter 3 deposited via
atomic layer deposition (ALD).

Figure 4-3. (a) InAs0.8Sb0.2 and (b) In0.33Ga0.67Sb QW heterostructures

The InGaSb p-channel heterostructure was grown on a GaAs substrate using the same
metamorphic Al0.8Ga0.2Sb buffer as the n-channel device (Figure 4-3). A GaSb/Al0.8In0.2Sb hybrid
barrier is utilized to confine the In0.33Ga0.67Sb channel. A thin layer of GaSb is again used to
improve the dielectric/semiconductor interface. The p-channel InGaSb QW-MOSFETs were
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fabricated using a self-aligned gate-first process [60], [4] with ALD Al2O3/high-κ gate dielectric.
The high quantization in the resulting Al0.8In0.2Sb/GaSb/Al2O3 QW lowers the available charge
near the interface, thereby reducing the detrimental effect of interface states on hole mobility
[61].

Figure 4-4. (a) ID-VG characteristics for LG = 5 µm InAs0.8Sb0.2 QW-MOSFET at T = 300 K [5].
(b) ID-VG characteristics for LG = 5 μm In0.33Ga0.67Sb QW-MOSFET at T = 300 K [4].
The ID-VG response for long-channel (LG = 5.0 μm) InAs0.8Sb0.2 n-channel and InGaSb pchannel QW-MOSFETs are shown in Figure 4-4. Effective mobilities were extracted from both
structures using the split-CV method [4], [5] (Figure 4-5). The InAs0.8Sb0.2 n-channel device has a
peak effective electron mobility over 5970 cm2/V·s, while the InGaSb p-channel shows peak hole
mobility of over 900 cm2/V·s. RF characterization of short-channel InAs0.8Sb0.2 QW-MOSFETs
show a cutoff frequency of 120 GHz and an effective source injection velocity 4× higher than Si
NMOS and 1.5× higher than InGaSb NMOS.
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Figure 4-5. Extracted effective mobility for InAs0.8Sb0.2 and In0.33Ga0.67Sb QW MOSFETs as a
function of carrier density [4], [5].

IV. Evaluation of TID of InAsSb and InGaSb QW-MOSFETs
TID experiments were performed on the InAs0.8Sb0.2 and InGaSb QW-MOSFETs. These
devices were subjected to X-ray radiation from a 10 keV source with a dose rate of 31.5 krad
SiO2/min. As shown in Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-8, the InAs0.8Sb0.2 QW-MOSFET when exposed
to ionizing radiation at high vertical electric field (VG = 1.0 V) showed significant negative
threshold voltage VT shift. At lower vertical electric field (VG = 0.2 V), the threshold voltage shift
was smaller. Twenty-four hours after radiation exposure, the device threshold voltage completely
recovered. For InAs0.8Sb0.2 QW-MOSFETs, the sub-threshold slope (SS) and transconductance
remained relatively unchanged with dose at low vertical electric field, while this was not the case
at high vertical electric field (Figure 4-9). The negative VT shifts are indicative of positively
charged hole trapping induced by ionizing radiation.
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Figure 4-6. Radiation-induced VT shift in InAs0.8Sb0.2 n-channel QW-MOSFET ID-VG
characteristics.

Figure 4-7. Radiation-induced VT shift in InGaSb p-channel QW-MOSFET ID-VG characteristics
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Figure 4-8. Radiation-induced VT shift as a function of dose for n-channel InAs0.8Sb0.2 and pchannel InGaSb QW-MOSFETs.

The InGaSb p-channel devices showed sensitivity to ionizing radiation. As shown in
Figures 4-8 and 4-9 there was a negative threshold voltage shift at high vertical electric field (VG
= 1 V). For the p-channel InGaSb there is a slight degradation in SS and transconductance with
increasing radiation dose (Figure 4-10). However, as shown in Figure 4-8 the VT shifts associated
with increasing ionizing radiation dose are much smaller for the p-channel InGaSb device
compared to the n-channel InAs0.8Sb0.2 device.
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Figure 4-9. Sub-threshold swing (SS) and transconductance as a function of radiation dose for nchannel InAs0.8Sb0.2 QW-MOSFETs.

Figure 4-10. Sub-threshold swing (SS) and transconductance as a function of radiation dose for pchannel InGaSb QW-MOSFETs.
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Figure 4-11. Energy band diagram InAs0.8Sb0.2 n-channel QW-MOSFET.

For the n-channel InAs0.8Sb0.2 NMOS device, the source of these trapped charges could
be from the high-κ/semiconductor interface or the InAlSb barrier/InAs0.8Sb0.2 QW interface. The
sensitivity to vertical electric field is an indication that the hole trapping mechanism is related to
the InAlSb barrier/InAs0.8Sb0.2 QW interface and not to the high-κ interface. Further, as shown in
Section 4.2, the high-κ/GaSb was not very sensitive to X-ray radiation, showing a positive VFB
shift of 150 mV.
As shown in Figure 4-11, at VG = 1.0 V (on-state) the electric field reaches its maximum
in the depleted InAlSb barrier. The vertical field assists the electron–hole pair generation in the
barrier. The direction of the electric field is towards the quantum well interface, which causes
holes to drift to the traps at the interface. For the InGaSb PMOS device, the high field remains in
the high-κ and the barrier at VG = 1 V (on-state). The vertical field pulls the holes away from the
InGaSb quantum wells and the trapping takes places at the high-κ/GaSb interface (Figure 4-12).
This results in lower threshold voltage shift. Further, as the holes are trapped away from the QW,
we observe less impact on the sub-threshold and the transconductance in the case of p-channel
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devices. Thus, the effect of ionizing radiation is less for the p-channel device than for the nchannel device.

Figure 4-12. Energy band diagram for InGaSb p-channel QW-MOSFET
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Chapter 5
Heavy Ion Response in InAsSb n-channel QW-MOSFETs

I. Introduction
In this chapter we explore the single event effects (SEE) induced by heavy ions in nchannel InAsSb QW-MOSFETs. Heavy-ion induced single-event transient measurements and an
analysis of the basic mechanisms of charge deposition, transport, and collection were performed.
In addition to the heavy ion response, proton induced SEE were measurements also performed
however due to the low energy of the protons no SEE effects were observed for the n-channel
InAsSb QW-MOSFETs.

II. Transient Measurement Setup
Figure 5-1 (a) shows the cross-section of the device layer structure used in this work. The InAs0.8
Sb0.2 n-channel heterostructure was grown on a GaAs substrate using a metamorphic Al0.8Ga0.2Sb
buffer. The InAs0.8Sb0.2 QW is undoped, whereas the Al0.8In 0.2Sb barrier layer is delta-doped with
Te to provide majority carriers (electrons) to the quantum-well. To allow for the integration of a
high quality high-κ gate dielectric, a hybrid GaSb/Al0.8In0.2Sb composite barrier layer is
employed. Al-based antimonide materials are especially reactive in atmosphere resulting in a
poor quality high-κ dielectric/antimonide interface. Adding a thin layer of GaSb to the barrier has
been shown to improve the passivation of the semiconductor/dielectric interface. The InAsSb
QW-MOSFETs were fabricated using a gate-last process with a composite Al2O3/HfO2/high-κ
gate dielectric deposited via Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD). The fabrication details are
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provided in [5-6]. The device in this work has a gate-length LG of 5 µm, a source/drain contact to
gate spacing of 0.5 µm, and a gate-width of 30 µm. Figure 5-1 (b) shows the Hall measurement
results, where the electron mobility of 14,000 cm2/V-s is obtained in the InAsSb QW at room
temperature. The IDS-VGS and IDS-VDS characteristics are shown in Figure 5-1 (c) and (d),
respectively. An on-current of 114 µA/µm is achieved at VGS=VDS=0.5 V of the measured device.

Figure 5-1. (a) Material system and device schematic of n-channel InAsSb QW MOSFET. (b)
Hall mobility measurement. Measured (c) IDS-VGS, and (d) IDS-VDS characteristics of the
fabricated devices.

Heavy ion induced single-event transient response measurements were performed on
InAsSb QW-MOSFETs using the 86Kr32+ beam at the Accelerator Laboratory at the University of
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Jyväskylä. The beam flux was 1.1 × 106 ions/cm2/s and the irradiations were performed in air. A
single device was exposed to ions during transient measurements and the accumulated fluence
was 3.16 × 109 cm-2. The incident energy at the surface of the device under test (DUT) is 9.3
MeV/amu, and the calculated linear energy transfer (LET) in InAsSb is 20.54 MeV cm2/mg using
Monte Carlo SRIM simulation. Transient measurements were performed at VDS = 0.5 V with gate
biases VGS varied from -1.3 V to 0.4 V.

Figure 5-2. Transient measurement experimental setup.

Figure 5-2 illustrates the experimental setup for transient measurements [34]. A bias tee
connected to the gate and drain permits direct measurement of induced transients for single ion
strikes. A Tektronix high-bandwidth (16 GHz) digital oscilloscope is used to perform single-shot
transient measurement. An ionizing particle with enough energy can induce an e/h pair, which
results in a transient at the output node of the device. By using the oscilloscope, the transient
signals at the drain and the gate node can be measured to allow for investigation of the influence
of the applied voltage bias. Based on the measured results, a statistical approach previously
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outlined in [34] is applied to analyze the induced transients in reference to three parameters:
transient amplitude, pulse width (full-width at half maximum, FWHM), and collected charge
(which is obtained by integrating the collected current over a specified time interval).

III. Heavy Ion Induced Transient Measurements
The measured drain current transients are shown in Figure 5-3 (a) and (b) at a gate bias of
VGS = -0.4 V and VGS = -1.3 V, respectively. The applied drain bias is fixed at VDS = 0.5 V for all
evaluated conditions. The transient current profile exhibits a rapid rise to its peak amplitude,
followed by a decay tail. For VGS = -0.4 V when the InAsSb QW-MOSFET is biased into
accumulation, a long-time constant decay tail is observed. On the contrary, InAsSb QWMOSFET biased in depletion at VGS= -1.3 V exhibits a much lower amplitude transient decay
tail. Given the voltage transient results, the transient current is extracted by dividing the measured
voltage transient by the 50 Ω characteristic impedance (the input impedance of the oscilloscope).
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Figure 5-3. Measured heavy ion drain current transients for an InAsSb n-channel QW-MOSFET
in (a) accumulation regime (VGS= -0.4 V) and (b) depletion regime (VGS= -1.3 V).
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Figure 5-4. Measured heavy ion drain current transients for an InAsSb n-channel QW-MOSFET
in (a) accumulation (VGS= -0.4 V) and (b) depletion regime (VGS= -1.3 V).

The collected charge is determined by integrating the transient current profile over a
specified time interval of 40 ns. Figure 5-4 (a&b) show the histograms of the collected charge
distribution for the measured transients at VGS = -0.4 V and VGS = -1.3 V, respectively. As
InAsSb QW-MOSFET is biased towards depletion, the peak of the collected charge distributions
shifts to lower values compared to the accumulation case. Similar results have been observed in
InGaSb p-channel QW-MOSFET [34]. No gate current transients were observed.
To further evaluate the gate bias dependence, a statistical analysis of the transient
parameters over the range of different gate bias voltages between depletion and accumulation at a
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fixed VDS of 0.5 V was performed. Figure 5-5 (a-c) summarize the measured peak amplitude,
collected charge and transient pulse width (FWHM) as a function of VGS, respectively. For each
gate bias condition, the measured parameter values for each event are shown in the dot plots,
whereas the mean values are illustrated as solid lines. When the device is biased toward depletion
(VGS < -0.7 V), both the maximum and mean values of transient amplitude increase however the
corresponding collected charge values (both the maximum and the mean) decrease. The mean
value of FWHM shows relatively higher value for the accumulation case.
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Figure 5-5. Measured transient parameters at VDS = 0.5 V as a function of gate bias, including (a)
amplitude (b) collected charge (c) FWHM).
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To determine whether charge enhancement plays a role in these n-channel devices, the
total deposited charge (QDep) was compared with the total collected charge. QDep is calculated
using the following equation:

=

(4. 1)

where LET is linear energy transfer, d is the thickness of the material, ρ is the material density, q
is the charge of an electron, and Eeh is the electron-hole pair creation energy. It is reasonable to
expect that all the charge deposited in the InAsSb channel layer will be collected, but it is
uncertain how much of a role the layers surrounding the channel contribute. For this reason, we
consider two limiting cases: (1) charge collected from the top of the AlGaSb barrier layer (above
the InAsSb channel) to the bottom of the InAsSb channel (total thickness of 20 nm) for which we
expect a minimum in collected charge, and (2) from the top of the AlGaSb barrier layer down to
the bottom of the buffer layer (total thickness of 1.520 μm) for which we expect a maximum in
collected charge. This range of deposited charge values is illustrated by the shaded region in
Figure 4-6. The upper limit of 0.54 pC is the most conservative case because it assumes a 100%
collection efficiency. The maximum collected charge as a function of gate bias is shown in Figure
4-6. It is evident that, even using case 2, the collected charge in the accumulation case (VGS = -0.7
V and -0.4 V) exceeds the maximum charge deposited from the heavy-ion strike alone, providing
unequivocal evidence that the charge collected at the drain node is larger than that deposited by
the ion, especially for the accumulation case. This result is quantitatively explained in the
following section through detailed numerical device simulations.
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Figure 5-6. Maximum collected charge as a function of gate bias.

IV. Heavy Ion Induced Transient Simulation Set-Up Device Model Calibration
To simulate the heavy ion induced transient response, we first calibrate our twodimensional (2D) TCAD Sentaurus [62] device model to the measured experimental I-V
characteristics. Figure 5-7 (a) shows the schematic of the two-dimensional device structure,
which reflects the fabricated device material systems and dimensions. The model assumes
interface states between the barrier and the QW. As a way to reduce the complexity of the
simulation, the GaSb interfacial layer was not included the simulation. We employed the density
gradient model for quantum correction and high field saturation dependent Caughey-Thomas
model for mobility. The model parameters used in the simulation are listed in Table 5.1. Figure
5-7 (b) shows the match of the IDS-VGS characteristics obtained from the simulation model with
the measured DC characteristics for VDS = 0.5 V and VDS = 0.1 V. The simulation show a
reasonable match to IV characteristics, as the simulations are matched to threshold voltage (VT).
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Table 5-1. Device Simulation Parameters.
Parameters
Gate Length LG
Contact Length LContact
Spacer Length LSide
Effective Oxide Thickness EOT
High-κ Dielectric (Al2O3) Thickness Tox
Quantum Well Thickness TQW
AlInSb Barrier Thickness TBarrier
Delta Doping Concentration NDelta
Source/Drain Doping NS,D
Bulk Mobility µ
Saturation Velocity vsat

InAsSb QW FET
5 µm
0.5 µm
0.5 µm
2 nm
10 nm
12 nm
9 nm
1 × 1019 cm-3
2 × 1019 cm-3
6000 (cm2/V-s)
4 × 107 cm/s

Figure 5-7. (a) Simulated two-dimensional device schematic. (b) IDS-VGS characteristics showing
excellent match with the experimental data at VDS = 0.5V and 0.1V.
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V. Heavy Ion Modeling of InAsSb QW-MOSFETs
Based on the calibrated device simulation, we adopt the heavy ion model in TCAD
Sentaurus and compare the simulated transient profiles with the measured transient results; the
heavy ion model in TCAD Sentaurus has been previously used in transient response simulations
[63], [9]. The heavy ion generation rate is calibrated to match simulated transient profile with the
experimental results, while fitting for three main parameters; transient amplitude, pulse width,
and transient tail amplitude. The 2D device model unlike a 3D model is unable to account for the
all of the geometric effects associated with a heavy ion strike nor account for exact the ion track
structure. However, we are able to match these experimental parameters as a function of the gate
bias as well as the total collected charge. This match enables us to probe the effect of ion induced
e/h pairs on band structure of the device as a function of time. We consider charge deposition to
occur in the barrier, QW, and buffer regions. The ionization energy is proportional to the bandgap
(Eg) [8], the QW material, InAsSb, which has the smallest bandgap (Eg = 0.22 eV) among all the
other constituent layers within the QW MOSFET. Therefore the QW region is considered as the
most sensitive region susceptible to the heavy ion radiation. Moreover, since the transient current
generation is associated with the carrier transport in the channel, the charge deposition in the QW
dominates the transient current generation due to its high carrier mobility. However buffer layer
is much thicker than the QW and barrier layer and will also contribute significantly to the
collected charge. The generated electron/hole (e/h) pairs along the ion track are modeled as a
Gaussian function for both temporal distribution Te/h(t), and spatial distribution Re/h(w), given by
Eq. (2) and (3), respectively [62]:
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where t and x present the time and radius distance from the track, respectively, t0 is the moment
of heavy ion penetration, s0 and x0 are the characteristic values of the Gaussian functions. In our
model, x0 = 5 nm (The dependence of x0 along the ion track is omitted.), s0 = 100 ps and t0 = 600
ps are used and show good agreement with the measured results. The heavy ion generation rate,
Gion(l,x,t) is calculates using Eq. (4), where GLET(l) is defined as the linear energy transfer
generation density with a unit of e/h pairs/cm3, l is the length of the ion track. In Sentaurus the
GLET(l)) is a function of several carrier generation coefficients detailed in [62]. The only change
from the standard coefficients in [14] was with the LET_f which is the linear energy transfer as a
function of length [62]. A LET_f = 0.1 pC/µm is used for the barrier and QW, and LET_f = 0.07
pC/µm for the buffer layer.

Gion (l , x, t )  GLET (l )  Re / h ( x)  Te / h (t )

(4.4)

Figure 4-8 shows the overall heavy ion generation rate in the barrier, QW, and buffer
layer for the device detailed in Section III A. The ion strike is centered in the middle of the
channel at a normal incidence to the plane of the gate electrode. Although the transient response
varies with different angles of incidence and strike locations, we consider the normal incidence as
an average case based on the experiment set-up.
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Figure 5-8. Heavy ion simulation and ion generation rate in quantum well.

As discussed in Section II, the collected charge at the drain terminal varies at different
voltage bias conditions, as a result of different transient current profiles. Figure 4-9 (a-b) compare
the simulated and measured transient current profiles at VDS = 0.5 V, for both accumulation (VGS
= -0.4 V) and depletion (VGS = -1.3 V) cases, respectively. The measured transient currents are
normalized to the device width. The IOFF is subtracted from the IDS for the simulated results,
whereas t = 0 s is re-adjusted for the measured transient waveform to synchronize with the strike
time for our simulation set-up.
There is an inherent statistical variation with the collected transients. The simulated
transient profiles show good agreement with the general trends for accumulation and depletion.
While the simulation model is unable to account for the slight negative dip in the transient
response at t=1 ns for the depletion case, the simulated transient profiles match the
experimentally observed changes with bias in peak amplitude, pulse width, and tail amplitude. As
the device is biased from accumulation into depletion, the transient amplitude increases, the pulse
width decreases, and the transient tail amplitude decreases. The average experimental collected
charge for a time window of t=0 to t=10 ns is compared to the simulated collected charge for the
same time window in Figure 5-9 (c). As shown in Figure 5-9 (c) there is an excellent agreement
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between the simulation and experimental collected charge. Figure 5-10 shows the simulated
collected charge as a function of gate bias for the time window of t=0 to t= 40 ns. The simulated
collected charge is within 1σ of the mean collected charge for each bias point.

Figure 5-9. Simulated transient current at (a) accumulation (VGS = -0.4 V) and (b) depletion (VGS
= -1.3 V) for VDS = 0.5 V. (Re-adjust t = 0s of the experimental data to match the strike time.). (c)
Simulated versus average experimental collected charge as a function of gate bias.
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Figure 5-10. Simulated versus average experimental collected charge as a function of gate bias
for t = 0 to t = 40 ns.

To analyze the transient current generation mechanism, we first evaluate the electric field
profiles at different VGS based on the simulation model outlined in Section III (VDS = 0.5 V).
Figure 5-11 illustrates the electric field amplitude and spatial profile in the channel along the X
direction (as illustrated in Figure 5-7) before the ion strike. The device in depletion exhibits a
higher electric field than that in accumulation (Figure 5-11). This results in a higher drift current
and hence a higher transient amplitude in the depletion case.
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Figure 5-11. Electric field profile along the source-channel-drain direction in the quantum-well
region at different VGS biases.

VI. Bipolar Gain Effect
We examine the hole density and the energy band diagrams to analyze the bipolar gain
effect for different VGS. Figure 5-12 (a) and (b) illustrate the hole density in the quantum well and
band diagram along the y axis though the middle of the device (as defined in Figure 5-7) at t = 0
ps (before ion strike), t = 600 ps (at the instant of ion strike), t = 1 ns (post ion strike) and t = 2 ns
(post ion strike). Compared to the depletion case (VGS = -1.3 V), the minority hole density in the
case of accumulation (VGS = -0.4 V) before the ion strike is lower due to the high majority
electron concentration in the quantum well at equilibrium. After the ion strike (t = 1 ns), the hole
density in the quantum well increases for both depletion and accumulation cases. However, the
amount of increase in hole density and the perturbation of the energy band diagram profile in the
case of accumulation is more significant (nearly 2 orders of magnitude change in hole density)
compared to that in depletion. Figure 5-13 (a) and (b) further illustrate the hole distribution
profile in the quantum well before and after the ion strike for accumulation and depletion,
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respectively. As shown in Figure 5-13 there is significant hole storage occurring in QW as well as
the InAlSb barrier layer.

Figure 5-12. Energy band diagram (left axis) and hole density (right axis) in the quantum well
along the Y direction in the middle of the channel equidistant from the source and drain
electrodes for (a) accumulation and (b) depletion.
The bipolar gain effect is where the generated minority carriers elevate the channel
potential lowering the source to channel barrier, and inducing additional flow of carriers into the
channel, resulting in an enhancement of the total charge collected at the drain node. For the
simulated device with traps states at the barrier QW interface the band profile in the X direction is
shown in Figure 5-14. Figure 5-14 (a) and (b) illustrate band diagram through the middle of the
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QW along the X axis (as defined in Figure 5-7) at t = 0 ps (before ion strike), t = 600 ps (at the
instant of ion strike), t = 1 ns (post ion strike) and t = 2 ns (post ion strike). As shown in Figure 515 when the device is biased in accumulation (low bias / low electric field), the positive charge as
a result of the accumulated holes and filled trap states pull source barrier down. The result of
which is enhanced carrier flow into the channel, leading to the transient tail and higher collected
charge. In depletion due to the increased bias on the gate, the source to channel barrier is
increased. This larger potential barrier helps to mitigate the effect of the barrier lowering thus
helping to suppress the transient tail response.

Figure 5-13. Hole density profile in the quantum-well region before and after the ion-strike in the
case of (a) accumulation and (b) depletion.
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Figure 5-14. Energy band diagram in the quantum well along the X direction in the middle of the
channel for (a) accumulation and (b) depletion.

To look at the role of interfacial states with regard to the hole storage, transient
simulations were repeated with the interfacial trap states between the InAlSb barrier and the
InAsSb QW removed. As shown in Figure 5-16 the removal of the interface states between the
barrier and the QW results in a reduction of both the transient and tail amplitude. The trap states
located at this interface are playing a role in the source to channel barrier lowering. As shown in
Figure 5-16, when the trap states are removed, the source to channel barrier lowering is reduced.
The reduced barrier lowering results in the reduced amplitude of the transient tail.
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Figure 5-15. Simulated transient current with and without trap states at the InAlSb InAsSb QW
interface, at accumulation (VGS = -0.4 V) for VDS = 0.5 V.

Figure 5-16. Energy band diagram in the quantum well along the X direction in the middle of the
channel for accumulation. Energy band diagram for device simulated with and without trap states
at the InAlSb/InAsSb QW barrier.
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Chapter 6
Heavy Ion Response in InGaSb p-channel QW-MOSFETs

I. Introduction
In this chapter we explore the SEE induced by heavy ions in p-channel InGaSb QWMOSFETs. Heavy-ion induced single-event transient measurements and an analysis of the basic
mechanisms of charge deposition, transport, and collection were performed. To investigate the
effect of heavy ion radiation on InGaSb QWs, two p-channel In0.33Ga0.67Sb QW-MOSFETs
structures were used. The structures were grown with and without the Al0.8In0.2Sb barrier layer
(referred to as buried-channel structure and surface-channel structure, respectively). This enables
an experimental control to study isolate the effect of the Al0.8In0.2Sb barrier layer with regards to
heavy ion response.

II. InGaSb p-channel QW-MOSFETs
The InGaSb heterostructures used in this work were grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy
(MBE) on a GaAs substrate using a metamorphic Al0.8Ga0.2Sb buffer to accommodate the lattice
mismatch. The surface channel structure was grown with a 10nm In0.33Ga0.67Sb as the channel
material while the buried channel structure had an additional 3nm of Al0.8In0.2Sb as a wide
bandgap barrier layer on top of the In0.33Ga0.67Sb channel. Ultrathin GaSb is grown on top in
order to achieve surface passivation and to suppress the interface-trap response [61]. Following
MBE growth, the substrates were capped with 28 nm arsenic to protect the surface from
degradation.
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As the first step in device fabrication, mesa isolation was performed using a BCl3/Cl2/Ar
ICP plasma etch process. Hard mask removal and surface cleaning was performed using 2% HF
and the arsenic cap was removed in-situ prior to the atomic layer deposition (ALD) of 10nm
Al2O3 as the gate dielectric at 300°C. Following this, 70 nm aluminum was e-beam evaporated
and wet etched to form the gate finger. Source, drain and gate pads were formed by lift-off of 10
nm Ti/30 nm Pt /130 nm Au. Lastly, the devices were annealed at 350°C for 2 min in N2/H2
(95%/5%). Figure 6-1 shows the final device schematic and IDS-VGS profile for both the surface
channel and buried channel devices. As shown in Figure 6-1 the buried channel devices have
higher on current compared to the surface channel devices due to the reduction of carrier
scattering at the oxide interface. On the other hand, subthreshold slope and off current is also
slightly larger in the buried channel devices to the EOT penalty of having the wide bandgap layer
on top.

Figure 6-1. (a) Device schematic & (b) measured IDS-VGS of buried channel InGaSb QW
MOSFET, (c) Device schematic & (d) measured IDS-VGS of surface channel InGaSb QW
MOSFET.
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III. Transient Measurement Setup
Heavy ion induced single-event response measurements were performed on surface and
buried channel InGaSb QW-MOSFETs using the

40

Ar beamline at the Grand Accélérateur

National d'Ions Lourds (GANIL). A beam flux of 1.1×106 ions/cm2/s was utilized. The incident
energy at the surface of the device under test (DUT) is 10.0 MeV/amu, and the calculated linear
energy transfer (LET) in InGaSb is 8.6 MeV cm2/mg using Monte Carlo SRIM simulation.
Transient measurements were performed at VDS = 0.75 V with gate voltages VGS varied to bias the
device from accumulation into depletion. The experimental setup for high-bandwidth transient
measurements is described in Chapter 5. Measurements of transients induced by individual ion
strikes are performed with a Tektronix DPO71604B 16-GHz single-shot digital oscilloscope. The
collected charge is determined by integrating the transient current profile (over 40 ns for the
present data set).

IV. Heavy Ion Induced Transient Measurements
Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3 are examples of the current transient response for the buried
and surface channel devices after exposure to heavy ions. Figure 6-2 shows the heavy-ioninduced drain current transient profile as a function of gate bias for the buried channel
In0.33Ga0.67Sb QW-MOSFET with a fixed drain bias of VDS = -0.75. The transient profiles exhibit
a rapid rise followed by a non-exponential decay. Over all of the gate bias conditions, a slowly
relaxing decay is present, for which the current profile does not recover to the initial condition in
the time window shown (0.0 mA). As the device is biased from accumulation (VGS= 0 V) into
depletion (VGS= 0.8 V) the amplitude of slower relaxation is suppressed somewhat. The presence
of a slow decay component in the transient profile is indicative of charge-enhancement
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mechanisms [33], [34] that are triggered by the heavy-ion strike.
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Figure 6-2. Measured heavy ion drain current transients for a buried channel InGaSb QWMOSFET as a function of gate bias.
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Figure 6-3. Measured heavy ion drain current transients for a surface channel InGaSb QWMOSFET as a function of gate bias.

Figure 6-3 shows the heavy-ion drain current transient profile as a function of gate bias
for the surface channel In0.33Ga0.67Sb QW-MOSFET with a fixed drain bias of VDS = -0.75 V.
Similar to the buried channel device, the transient profiles for the surface channel device exhibit a
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rapid rise to its peak amplitude, followed by a non-exponential decay. The surface channel
devices, however, decay rapidly to the baseline, exhibiting negligible tail in the transient current
profile. These two figures illustrate clearly the distinctly different transient behavior exhibited by
the two device types investigated in this study.
To analyze the large data sets collected (>450 transients per run), a statistical approach
previously outlined in [33], [34] is applied. Histograms will be included in the final paper. Figure
6-4 show the mean collected charge as a function of gate bias for both the buried and surface
channel InGaSb QW-MOSFETs. The total collected charge is determined by integrating the
measured transient current over the time of collected transient signal (40 ns). As is evident in the
data of Figure 6-4, the collected charge in the buried channel device decreases as the device is
biased from accumulation into depletion. A similar trend is observed for the surface channel
device. The most notable feature of this data set, however, is that the average collected charge for
the surface channel device is reduced by a factor of 10X compared to that of the buried channel
device. To understand the mechanisms responsible for this result, TCAD simulations were
performed.

Collected Charge [pC]
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Figure 6-4. Mean collected charge at VDS = -0.75 V a buried and surface channel InGaSb QWMOSFETs as a function of gate bias.
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V. Heavy Ion Induced Transient Simulation Set-Up Device Model Calibration
Two-dimensional (2D) Sentaurus TCAD modeling is employed to study the charge
deposition, carrier transport, and transient response for both devices. For both the buried and
surface channel devices a 2D model was calibrated to the measured I-V characteristics. The
simulations employed the density gradient model for quantum correction as well as the high-field
saturation dependent Caughey-Thomas model for mobility. The buried channel simulation
assumed 1.0 × 1014cm-2 of interface electron traps between the Al0.8In0.2Sb barrier and
In0.33Ga0.67Sb QW. For the surface channel device 1.0 × 1013 cm-2 of interface traps between the
GaSb cap and In0.33Ga0.67Sb QW was assumed.
The Sentaurus heavy-ion model was utilized to study the effect of charge deposition on
the buried and surface channel devices. Charge deposition was assumed to occur in the QW,
barrier, and buffer layer for the buried channel device (Figure 6-5). For the surface channel
device charge deposition was assumed to occur in the QW and buffer layer.

Figure 6-5. Device schematic of buried channel InGaSb QW-MOSFET showing charge
deposition in barrier, QW, and buffer layers.

VI. Heavy Ion Modeling of InGaSb QW-MOSFETS
As shown in Figure 6-2 there is a gate bias dependence associated with the transient
profile for the buried channel In0.33Ga0.67Sb QW-MOSFET. Figure 6-6 shows the simulated and
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measured transient profiles in accumulation (on-state) and depletion (off-state) for the buried
channel device at VDS = -0.75 V. The simulations show excellent agreement for both bias
conditions; capturing both the suppression of the transient tail and increase in peak amplitude as
the device is biased from accumulation into depletion.

Figure 6-6. Simulated transient current for the buried channel InGaSb QW-MOSFET at (a)
accumulation (VGS = 0.0 V) and (b) depletion (VGS = 0.8 V) and VDS = -0.75 V.

Figure 6-7 shows the energy band profile along the X-direction through the middle of the
QW (Figure 6-5) corresponding to the two bias conditions presented in Figure 6-6 In both the
accumulation and depletion cases the ion strike results in a reduction of the source to channel
barrier. This barrier lowering causes additional charge to flow from source to drain, thus giving
rise to the long lived transient decay that are experimentally measured. However for the depletion
case when VGS=0.8V, the high electric field results in a larger source to drain barrier, which helps
to suppress additional charge from flowing into the channel thus minimizing the slow transient
decay.
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Figure 6-7. Energy band profile along the X-direction in buried channel InGaSb QW at (a)
accumulation (VGS = 0.0 V) and (b) depletion (VGS = 0.8 V) and VDS = -0.75 V.

It has been previously shown for n-channel InAs0.8Sb0.2 QW-MOSFETs that trap states
between the Al0.8In0.2Sb barrier and InAs0.8Sb0.2 QW are responsible for barrier lowering,
resulting in enhanced source-drain current [33]. To study the role that such traps states might play
in the p-type buried channel In0.33Ga0.67Sb QW-MOSFET, simulations were performed with and
without traps states between the Al0.8In0.2Sb barrier and In0.33Ga0.67Sb QW. As shown in Figure 66 without the trap states the slow relaxing transient decay is suppressed.
When the heavy ion strikes the device, electron-hole pairs are generated. The generated
majority carriers are quickly swept to the drain, resulting in the initial rapid recovery in the
transient profile. The device simulation suggests that the slowly-decaying transient tail is a result
of electron trap states present at the interface between the Al0.8In0.2Sb barrier and In0.33Ga0.67Sb
QW. These trap states are filled by the minority carriers generated during the heavy ion strike.
Those filled states pull up the valence band, maintaining the lower source to channel barrier.
Without the interfacial traps there is an initial barrier lowering post ion strike, however the source
to channel barrier begins to recover preventing additional carriers from flowing into the channel.
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Figure 6-8. Simulated transient current for the surface channel InGaSb QW-MOSFET at (a)
accumulation (VGS = 0.0 V) and (b) depletion (VGS = 0.6 V) and VDS = -0.75 V.
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Figure 6-9. Valence energy band profile along the X-direction in (a) buried chan-nel InGaSb QW
and (b) surface channel InGaSb QW at VGS = 0.0 V.

Experimental verification of the role Al0.8In0.2Sb barrier and the traps states can be seen
with the measured transient profile for the surface channel In0.33Ga0.67Sb QW-MOSFET, which
lacks the Al0.8In0.2Sb barrier. Figure 6-8 shows the simulated and measured transient profiles in
accumulation (on-state) and depletion (off-state) for the surface channel device at VDS = -0.75 V.
The simulations show excellent agreement for both bias conditions, capturing both the lack of
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slow relaxing transient decay and the increase transient amplitude as the device is biased from
accumulation into depletion.
The mechanisms behind the transient current profile are similar for the surface and buried
channel devices. Figure 6-9 shows the band profile in the X-direction through the middle of the
QW for both buried and surface channel devices biased in accumulation. In the surface channel
device, the ion strike results in a reduction of the source to channel barrier. This barrier lowering
is overcome by the lower trap state density of the surface channel device, which results in a larger
initial source to channel barrier. This larger source to channel barrier helps in suppressing
additional carriers from flowing into the channel.
Heavy-ion induced single-event transient measurements and an analysis of the basic
mechanisms of charge deposition, transport, and collection in p-channel In0.33Ga0.67Sb QWMOSFETs were performed. The two structures investigated exhibit significantly different
transient response.

For the buried channel In0.33Ga0.67Sb QW-MOSFET, the drain current

transient profile exhibits two distinct signal contributions: a fast, rapidly decaying contribution,
followed by a slowly-relaxing transient decay that can last up to a hundred nanoseconds. For the
surface channel In0.33Ga0.67Sb QW-MOSFET, which lacks the Al0.8In0.2Sb barrier, the drain
current transient profile exhibits only the rapidly decaying contribution. The simulation results
reveal clearly the role of traps associated with the Al0.8In0.2Sb barrier in shaping the chargecollection dynamics of these III-V devices, and how the interaction of ionization-induced
minority carriers with these trap states can turn on persistent source-drain current pathways,
leading to significantly (>10x) enhanced charge-collection efficiencies.
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Chapter 7
Evaluation of an All Sb-based SRAM

I. Introduction
In this chapter we now evaluate an all Sb-based SRAM technology built upon the InAsSb
and buried channel InGaSb QW-MOSFETs in order to investigate it vulnerability to single-bit
upsets (SBU). As described in Chapter 2, SBUs occur when a particle strike causes a bit flip in a
memory cell or latch.

II. An all Sb-based SRAM
To evaluate an all Sb-base SRAM a 6T SRAM cell was simulated using Candence
Spectre [64]. In a 6T SRAM cell, the bit is stored in two cross-coupled inverters, which are
composed of two PMOS and NMOS transistors. The SRAM cell has two states 0 and 1. Two
access transistors are utilized to access the cell during read and write. Lookup table based
Verilog-A models, generated from the TCAD Sentaurus simulation of the InAsSb and buried
channel InGaSb QW-MOSFET, were utilized for the SRAM circuit simulation. The SRAM
circuit was simulated using Cadence Spectre. Figure 7-1 shows the schematic of the 6T SRAM
cell and illustrates how the strike on storage node was simulated. To replicate the heavy ion
induced transient response in the SRAM cell, time dependent current sources are employed. Two
current sources are utilized to replicate the transient waveform. The first current source is a pulse
current source (IPULSE) to form the initial transient spike. The second current source is the
piecewise linear current source (IPWL). The IPWL is utilized to replicate the transient tail. The
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combination of these two current sources replicates the transient waveform generated from the
calibrated Sentaurus model as a function of VG, VD, and LET.

Figure 7-1. (a) Schematic of a 6T SRAM cell with an ionizing particle striking the NMOS device.
(b) Schematic of a 6T SRAM cell to replicate the ionizing particle strike a time dependent current
source is utilized to replicate the transient response. Adapted from [32].
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Figure 7-2. The voltage transfer characteristic of a two transistor InAsSb n-channel and InGaSb
p-channel QW-MOSFET inverter.
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Figure 7-2 shows the voltage transfer characteristic of a two transistor inverter simulated
in Spectre. The inverter utilized LG=5um InAsSb n-channel and InGaSb p-channel QWMOSFETs with device widths of 0.1 μm and 0.4 μm respectively. Figure 7-3 illustrates the
voltage transfer characteristic for the 6T SRAM cell. The voltage transfer characteristics shows
good static noise margin performance. The static noise margin is the maximum voltage a cell can
tolerate, before there is a change of state in the read mode.
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Figure 7-3. The voltage transfer characteristic of a 6T SRAM cell composed of LG=5um InAsSb
n-channel and InGaSb p-channel QW-MOSFETs.

III. Critical LET (LETCrit) extraction and Node Bit-Flip for 6T SRAM Cell
Figure 7-4 depicts the drain voltage waveform for 6T SRAM cell corresponding to Figure
7-1. The input to the SRAM simulation was based upon NMOS Sentaurus TCAD calibration
presented in Chapter 5.4. The liner energy transfer (LET_f) utilized in the TCAD was kept same
for the InAlSb barrier, InAsSb QW, and AlGaSb buffer. This transient current matches the
experimental measured transient response for a LG=5um InAsSb n-channel QW-MOSFET. As
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shown in Figure 7-4, the result of the heavy ion strike induced transient response is a minimal
perturbation in the storage node voltage of 40 mV with bit recovery occurring in 1 ns.
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Figure 7-4. Drain voltage waveform for 6T Sb-based SRAM cell, with a heavy ion induced
transient with a LET of 0.08 pC/μm.
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Figure 7-5. Simulated transient current for the NMOS LG=5um InAsSb n-channel QW-MOSFET
in OFF state as a function of LET.
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Figure 7-6. Critical LET (LETCrit) extraction and node bit-flip for 6T SRAM cell reading state
“1”.

Figure 7-5 shows the simulated transient current for the NMOS LG=5um InAsSb nchannel QW-MOSFET as a function of LET. The simulated transient current profiles generated
from the calibrated Sentaurus TCAD model of Chapter 5 were used to extract the critical LET
(LETcrit). The amplitude of the peak transient current and transient tail increase with LET. This
increase in the transient tail amplitude is reflected in the drain waveform response of the SRAM
circuit shown in Figure 7-6. With an ion strike with an LET between 0.15-0.3 pC/μm the initial
perturbation of the storage node voltage varies from 60 mV to 250 mV with a bit recovery time
beyond 10 ns. The LETcrit where the bit flips, was found to be at 0.31 pC/μm.
The transient tail response observed in Chapter 5 does not play a significant role in the
configuration presented above. The SRAM cell is in a store “1” configuration with bit Q high,
and thus the sensitive NMOS transistor M3 was in the off state. As discussed in Chapter 5, the
transient tail is suppressed in the OFF state. Figure 7-7 shows the drain current profile NMOS
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device at a LET=0.31 pC/μm, both with and without trap states at the interface between the
InAlSb barrier and InAsSb QW. There is a slight reduction in the peak transient amplitude with
the removal of the trap states at the interface between the InAlSb barrier and InAsSb QW.
However as shown in the inset of Figure 7-7 the removal of the trap states at the interface does
not prevent the bit flip from occurring at LETCrit=0.31 pC/μm.
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Figure 7-7. Drain current profile NMOS LG=5um InAsSb n-channel QW-MOSFET at LET=0.31
pC/μm with and without trap states and the InAlSb/InAsSb interface. Inset: Node voltage output
for 6T SRAM Cell with particle strike on NMOS transistor with LETCrit=0.31 pC/μm with and
without trap states and the InAlSb/InAsSb interface.

The critical-charge (QCrit) that is deposited into the device, was determined to be 467 fC.
QCrit is a figure of merit often used to benchmark the sensitivity of a memory circuit to change
state as a result of ionizing radiation. QCrit depends on both the device technology and the
individual proprieties of a given circuit. However QCrit is often cited as a useful comparative
metric to evaluate particular device technologies, beacuse memory design is “so closely
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intertwined with the underlying technology parameters” [65]. Figure 7-8 depicts QCrit as a
function for feature size for various device technologies.
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Figure 7-8. Critical-charge for SRAM as a function of feature size [65]–[70].

In 1982 Petersen et al. developed an analytical model for the scaling of QCrit, the authors
observed that the QCrit scaled with the feature size square in Si devices [66], [67]. The analytical
model QCrit scaling is Qcrit=0.023L2, where L is the feature size given in units of μm and where
Qcrit is in units of pC [66]. The QCrit extracted from the 5μm Sb-based SRAM shows good
agreement with the Si SRAM trend observed Petersen et al. [66], [67]. The SBU performance of
the Sb-based SRAM cell indicates that the bipolar gain effect observed with the n-channel device
is not a limiting factor. The SRAM cell is most sensitive when the n-channel transistor is in the
OFF state, and the as the bipolar gain effect is greatest when the Sb-device is in the ON state.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work

I. Summary and Conclusions
Of the III-V compound semiconductors, antimonide (Sb) based materials offer some of
the highest electron and hole mobilities. Among these Sb-based materials n-channel InAsSb QW
and p-channel InGaSb QWs distinguish themselves, not only for their superior electron and hole
transport properties, but also for their similar lattice constants. The similar lattice constant,
through the use of common buffer layers enables an all Sb-based alternative to traditional Si
CMOS. However with any new device technology its reliability and sensitivity to ionizing
radiation must be fully understood. This work represents the first detailed study of the effect of
ionizing radiation on Sb-based n and p channel Sb based QW-MOSFETs.
Chapter 4 presented the effect of total ionizing radiation on Sb-based n and p channel
QW-MOSFETs. The n-channel InAsSb QW-MOSFET exhibits a higher radiation sensitivity than
the p-channel InGaSb QW-MOSFET. Hole trapping occurring at the Al0.8In0.2Sb barrier/InAsSb
QW interface, results in degraded VT with increasing ionizing dose for the n-channel InAsSb
QW-MOSFET. When the n-channel InAsSb QW-MOSFET device is biased in the ON state, the
vertical field assists with (e/h) pair generation in the barrier. The direction of electric field
towards the quantum well interface results in holes drifting to the traps at the interface. With the
InGaSb PMOS device in the ON state, the high field is dropped across the high-κ and the barrier.
The vertical field pulls the holes away from the InGaSb quantum-well with trapping occurring at
the high-κ/GaSb interface. This results in lower threshold voltage shift for the p-channel device.
Chapter 5 explored the heavy ion induced single event effects in n-channel InAsSb QWMOSFETs. Heavy-ion induced single-event transient measurements and an analysis of the basic
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mechanisms of charge deposition, transport, and collection were performed. The measured drain
transient current exhibit two distinct signal contributions: a fast, rapidly decaying contribution,
followed by a lower-amplitude, slowly-relaxing component (i.e. the transient tail). When the
device is biased in accumulation the slowly-relaxing contribution is prominent, leading to a
significant enhancement in the integrated collected charge. The mechanisms associated with this
enhanced charge collection were investigated using a calibrated two-dimensional TCAD
Sentaurus device model. The model shows excellent agreement with the measured transient
responses over a range of gate bias conditions. The transient response and charge collection
mechanisms are very similar and consistent with those previously published on a similar device
structure but which have a Schottky gate [71]. The simulation results clearly illustrate the effect
of enhanced minority carriers in the InAsSb QW-MOSFET when the device is biased in
accumulation. The evaluation indicates that the minority carrier hole storage in the Al0.8In0.2Sb
barrier and interface between the Al0.8In0.2Sb barrier and QW leads to a bipolar gain effect, which,
in turn, causes additional carrier injection and enhances significantly enhances the charge
collection at the drain node following the ionization event.
Chapter 6 studied heavy ion induced single event effects in p-channel InGaSb QWMOSFETs. For the p-channel InGaSb QW-MOSFET with the InAlSb barrier layer, the measured
drain transient current exhibit two distinct signal contributions: a fast, rapidly decaying
contribution, followed by a lower-amplitude, slowly-relaxing component. The surface p-channel
InGaSb QW-MOSFET without the InAlSb barrier layer lacks the slowly decaying transient tail
component. Rather the measured drain transient current exhibits only a fast rapidly decaying
transient peak. The result of which is a 10X increase in collected charge with the buried channel
InGaSb p-channel QW-MOSFET. The TCAD simulation illustrate the role of traps associated
with the Al0.8In0.2Sb barrier in shaping the charge-collection dynamics of these p-channel InGaSb
QW-MOSFETs. Additionally, the TCAD simulation results also expose how the interaction of
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ionization-induced minority carriers with these trap states can turn on parasitic source-drain
current pathways, leading to significantly (>10x) enhanced charge-collection efficiencies.
Chapter 7 evaluated a long channel 5μm gate length SRAM cell composed of n-channel
InAsSb p-channel InGaSb QW-MOSFETs. The SBU performance of the Sb-based SRAM cell
indicates that the bipolar gain effect observed with the n-channel device is not a limiting factor, as
bipolar gain effect is greatest in the ON state and the n-channel device of the SRAM cell is
sensitive to upsets while in the OFF state. The QCrit was comparable with Si SRAM cell with a
similar critical feature size.
Both the TID and heavy ion SET response data show that the InAlSb barrier layer is an
impediment to the reliability and radiation resilience of Sb-based devices. This is especially true
for the n-channel InAsSb QW-MOSFET. To improve the radiation response in the n-channel
device, there are three possible avenues that could be pursued: (1) improving the defect traps
states associated with the InAlSb barrier by improved growth, (2) removing the InAlSb barrier
completely, or (3) replacing the barrier layer with another material. The next section outlines
some of these strategies towards realizing Sb-based devices with improved radiation
performance.

II. Future Work
To improve the radiation performance and reliability of the n-channel InAsSb QWMOSFET one approach is removing the InAlSb barrier completely. For the p-channel device, the
removing the barrier improves SEE performance, however the improved SEE response is
accompanied by a degradation in ON current. Removing the barrier layer from the InAsSb QWMOSFET would result in less compressive strain resulting in degraded electron mobility.
Nevertheless the trade off in radiation resilience may overcome the degraded electron mobility.
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Figure 8-1 illustrates the proposed surface channel structure, while Figure 8-2 shows the band
diagrams for the surface channel InAsSb QW-MOSFET structure. One of the major obstacles
with the n-channel device, as compared to the p-channel device, is the use of a Te δ doping in the
n-channel InAsSb structure. For the InAsSb QW the Te δ doping is essential to insure enough
carriers in the QW. However placement of the Te δ doping presents several issues. The Te δ
doping needs to be optimized to insure that device can shut off. Figure 8-2 shows that as a result
of the Te δ doping in the OFF state the first sub band is near the Fermi level, where potentially
the applied electric field will never be able to fully shut off the device.

Figure 8-1. Schematic of proposed surface n-channel InAsSb QW-MOSFET.
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Figure 8-2. Band diagram of proposed surface n-channel InAsSb QW-MOSFET showing device
biased in ON and OFF state.
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Another option is to improve the radiation resilience is to refine the AlxIn(1-x)Sb barrier,
by reducing the Al concentration. The reduction in Al concentration could potentially reduce the
interfacial trap states between barrier and QW. An advantage of this approach, as compared to
replacing the barrier layer with another material such Al0.8Ga0.2Sb, is that AlxIn(1-x)Sb is more
resilient to oxidation [72], when compared to Al0.8Ga0.2Sb [73]. The degree to which the Al
concentration is can be reduced is limited. A high Al concentration is require to minimize the
lattice miss-match with the QW. Furthermore if the Al concentration is reduced below 0.72, the
material moves from an indirect band gap to a direct band gap material (Figure 8-3).
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Figure 8-3. Band gap and lattice constant of AlxIn(1-x)Sb as a function alloy concentration [74].

The third possible avenue to improve the radiation resilience of the n-channel devices is
the replacement of the Al0.8In0.2Sb barrier with another material such as AlxGa(1-x)Sb. Figure 8-4
shows the proposed structure using an Al0.8Ga0.2Sb barrier similar to the buffer layer. All the
device structures reviewed in Chapters 4-5 utilized an Al0.8Ga0.2Sb buffer layer. The TCAD
simulations and the experimental results suggest trap states associated with the buffer layer do not
play a role in SET or TID effects. This approach allows for Te δ doping to remain in the barrier
layer, negating the challenges of the surface channel InAsxSb(1-x) device.
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The greater flexibility to adjust the concentration of Al as compared to AlxIn(1-x)Sb, is
another possible advantage of using AlxGa(1-x)Sb. A AlxGa(1-x)Sb barrier would enable the study of
enable a study of Al concentration on trap states within the barrier layer and QW barrier interface.
The concentration of Al can be adjusted with minimal impact of lattice constant (Figure 8-5).
The limit of how far the Al concentration could be reduced in AlxGa(1-x)Sb is Al0.5. At Al
concentrations of less than 0.5 the AlxGa(1-x)Sb/InAsxSb(1-x) heterojunction moves from a type II to
type III (Figure 8-6). Moreover, resistivity of AlxGa(1-x)Sb decreases with lower Al concentrations
[75], the result of which is the possibility of inducing a parasitic conduction path through the
buffer layer.

Figure 8-4. Schematic of proposed n-channel InAsSb QW-MOSFET with Al0.8Ga0.2Sb barrier
layer.
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Figure 8-6. Band diagram of n-channel InAsSb QW-MOSFET with Al0.3Ga0.7Sb barrier showing
a type III AlxGa(1-x)Sb/InAsxSb(1-x) heterojunction.

AlxGa(1-x)Sb is very susceptible to oxidation from atmosphere [73], presenting additional
integration challenges. The AlOx component of AlxGa(1-x)Sb’s native oxide is difficult to remove
via chemical cleaning methods [73]. Stable surface of AlGaSb with no oxidation of Al can be
achieved via termination with 2 mono layers of GaSb [73].
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Appendix A
InAsSb – QW-MOSFET Fabrication Process Flow
1. Cleave Sample
2. Rinse With IPA
3. Source/Drain & Marker Lithography
o EL-11 Spin 2000 RPM for 60s
 Bake 150C for 3 min
o PMMA A3 Spin 4000 RPM for 40s
 Bake 180C for 3 min
o Write 380 uC/cm2 dose needed to clear
o Develop
 1:3 MIBK:IPA for 1 min
 1:1 MIBK:IPA for 20s
 IPA Rinse for 1 min
o Optical Inspection:
 Check under dark field microscope to insure all developed areas are clear
of resist
o PT720 de-scum needed to fully clear
 Recipe: ALIDSCM
 14s O2 Plasma 100W
o 6:1 BOE for 10s
4. Pd/Pt/Au E-beam Deposition (15nm/15nm/80nm)
o Pd Deposition Rate: 1 Ang/Sec
o Pt Deposition Rate: .3 Ang/Sec
o Au Deposition Rate: 1 Ang/Sec
5. Lift Off
o Remover PG for 20 min at 80C
6. RTA 250C N2 Anneal
o Anneal performed to reduce contact resistance
7. Isolation Lithography
o EL-11 Spin 2000 RPM for 60s
 Bake 150C for 3 min
o PMMA A3 Spin 4000 RPM for 40s
 Bake 180C for 3 min
o Write 380 uC/cm2 dose needed to clear
o Develop
 1:3 MIBK:IPA for 1 min
 1:1 MIBK:IPA for 20s
 IPA Rinse for 1 min
o Optical Inspection:
 Check under dark field microscope to insure all developed areas are clear
of resist
8. Isolation Etch
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Note: This step is required right before the ALD step. Otherwise prolonged
exposure to oxygen will corrode the side wall of the device.
o Note: Desired Etch depth between 55-100 nm. Under 50 nm you will short the
device. Over 100 nm you will not be able to gate the device
o PM1 Recipe: AlSbn
 Pressure: 2 mTorr
 RF1: 100W
 RF2: 500W
 Ar: 30 sccm
o Measure etch depth with profilometer
9. Strip Resist with heater Remover PG
o Remover PG for 20 min at 80C
10. Gate Oxide
o Ex-situ chemical pre-clean
 Clean with IPA and insure surface is clean from the resist residue of the
previous step. Avoid plasma descum
 Clean with dilute HCl:H2O (1:1) – 10 sec
 Rinse immediately with H2O dunk risne
o In-situ H2 plasma clean
 Load into LX-150 ALD Cluster Tool
 Pump load lock to 8×10-6 Torr
 Load sample into ALD Chamber at 110oC
 Wait for 20 minutes to allow for temperature to stabilize.
 H2 plasma clean
 100W
 90s
 TMA Pre-pulse – 10 pulses
 H2O Pre-pulse – 10 pulses
o High-κ deposition
 Heat to 250oC (271oC set point)
 Deposit 3.5 nm of HfO2
o Transfer sample from ALD chamber to load lock
o In-situ forming gas anneal
 Run PC-Prep to clean ALD chamber
 Heat ALD chamber to 330C
 Load S
11. Gate Lithography
o EL-11 Spin 3000 RPM for 60s
 Bake 150C for 3 minutes
o PMMA A3 Spin 4000 RPM for 40s
 Bake 180C for 3 minutes
o Write 380 uC/cm2 dose needed to clear
o Develop
 1:3 MIBK:IPA for 1 min
 1:1 MIBK:IPA for 20s
 IPA Rinse for 1 min
o Optical Inspection:
 Check under dark field microscope to insure all developed areas are clear
of resist
o
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12. Deposit Gate Metal
o Thermal Ni
o Deposition Rate 0.3 Ang/sec
13. Lift Off
o Remover PG for 20 min at 80C
14. Source/Drain Bonding Pad Lithography
o EL-11 Spin 3000 RPM for 60s
 Bake 150C for 3 minutes
o PMMA A3 Spin 4000 RPM for 40s
 Bake 180C for 3 minutes
o Write 380 uC/cm2 dose needed to clear
o Develop
 1:3 MIBK:IPA for 1 min
 1:1 MIBK:IPA for 20s
 IPA Rinse for 1 min
o Optical Inspection:
 Check under dark field microscope to insure all developed areas are clear
of resist
15. Ti/Au E-beam Deposition (20nm/80nm)
o Ti Deposition Rate: 1 Ang/Sec
o Au Deposition Rate: 1 Ang/Sec
16. Lift Off
o Remover PG for 20 min at 80C
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Appendix B
Surface Preparation Chamber Temperature Calibration ALD Cluster Tool
The following is a calibration of the substrate heater in Surface Preparation ALD Cluster
Tool. These calibrations were carried out on with a Si wafer mounted to the stainless steel wafer
carrier. In-situ ellipsometry was utilized with a temperature dependent Si model to extract the on
surface temperature as a function of heater set point. Measurements were taken after the
temperature had stabilized for 1 hour. Additionally in-situ ellipsometry was used to develop the
necessary PID parameters for necessary to insure stable heating performance.

Figure C.1 Temperature Calibration Curve

Figure C.2 Optimized PID parameters for Surface Preparation Chamber Heater
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Appendix C
Optimized HfO2 Deposition Process for ALD Cluster Tool
The following is a detailed overview of the 250oC HfO2 deposition process developed on
the ALD Cluster Tool System. This development was performed on a 6-inch Si wafer an
monitored using in-situ ellipsometry.
Process:




Pre-deposition Eliposemtry Model Information
o Interfacial Oxide (INTR_JAW) 10 Ang
o SiO2_JAW 5.47 Ang
250oC HfO2 Process
o TDMAH Dose: 0.2s
o TDMAH Purge: 12s
o H2O Dose: 0.3s
o H2O Purge: 20s
o H2O Dose: 0.3s
o H2O Purge: 20s
o Cycles: 100
o Substrate Temp: 271C
o Gas: PR-ALD IGR (15% Reduction)

o


Monitored Growth with In-situ Ellipsometry using FilmSense FS-1
o Post Deposition Cauchy Parameters
 HfO2
 Thickness: 7.92nm
 n(633nm): 2.05
 n_slope 0.04736
 SiO2 Interface Layer
 Thickness 1.34
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o

Si Substrate
 Angle 69.56
 Temp 250C
 FitDiff: 0.0027
In-situ SE:




Post Deposition Ellipsometry using J.A. Woollam M-2000U
o Growth Rate: 7.9 Ang/cycle
o Uniformity across 6 inch wafer:1.3% non-uniformity
o Index of refraction: n 2.045

o
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